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Progression of skills in Writing
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

EXPERIENCES - develop
sentence writing

EXPERIENCES - develop positive
attitudes and stamina for writing by
tackling a range of genres - write
narratives about personal
experiences and those of others (real
and fictional) - write about real /
current events - write poetry - write
for different purposes PLANNING consider what they are going to
write before beginning: - plan or say
out loud what they are going to write
about

EXPERIENCES - discuss similar writing
/ texts in order to learn new ideas for
structure, vocabulary and grammar

EXPERIENCES - discuss similar writing /
texts in order to learn new ideas for
structure, vocabulary and grammar compare different genres of writing to
explore differences and similarities link to own experiences to compose
texts for specific purpose / audience

EXPERIENCES / PLANNING - identify
audience and purpose - select
appropriate form, use similar writing as
model - note and develop initial ideas,
drawing on reading and research consider how authors develop
characters and settings

EXPERIENCES / PLANNING - identify
audience and purpose - select
appropriate form, use similar writing
as model - note and develop initial
ideas, drawing on reading and
research - consider how authors
develop characters and settings

PLANNING - discuss and record ideas
in detail before writing initial draft compose and rehearse sentences
orally (including dialogue) - build a
varied and rich vocabulary linked to
GPS - develop an increasing range of
sentence structures

DRAFTING - select appropriate grammar
and vocabulary, showing how meaning
can be enhanced - describe settings,
characters and atmosphere -integrate
dialogue to convey character and
advance the action - begin to use a wide
range of devices to build cohesion across
paragraphs - use organisational and
presentational devices to structure text
and guide the reader

DRAFTING - select appropriate
grammar and vocabulary, showing
how meaning can be enhanced describe settings, characters and
atmosphere -integrate dialogue to
convey character and advance the
action - précis longer passages continue to use a wide range of
devices to build cohesion across
paragraphs - continue to use
organisational and presentational
devices to structure text and guide
the reader

Composition
PLANNING - say out loud what
they are - going to write about
DRAFTING - compose a
sentence orally before writing it
- sequence sentences to form
short narratives EDITING - reread what they have written to
check that it makes sense discuss what they have written
with the teacher or other pupils
READ ALOUD their writing,
clearly enough to be heard by
their peers and the teacher.

DRAFTING - write down ideas and/or
key words, including new vocabulary
- encapsulate what they want to say,
sentence by sentence
EDITING - make simple additions,
revisions and corrections to their
own writing: - evaluate their writing
with the teacher and other pupils re-read to check that their writing
makes sense and that verbs are used
correctly and consistently - proofread to check for errors in spelling,
grammar and punctuation
READ ALOUD their writing, with
appropriate intonation to make the
meaning clear

PLANNING - discuss and record ideas
informally before writing initial draft
- compose and rehearse sentences
orally (including dialogue) - build a
varied and rich vocabulary linked to
GPS and an increasing range of
sentence structures
DRAFTING – introduce use of
paragraphs linked to themes in
writing - in narratives, create
settings, characters and plot - in nonnarrative writing, use simple
organisational devices [i.e., headings
and subheadings] - assess the
effectiveness of own and others’
writing
EDITING - suggest improvements, i.e.
changes to grammar and vocabulary
to reflect consistent application of
knowledge, with support - proofread for spelling and punctuation
errors
READ ALOUD to a group or whole
class – begin to use appropriate
intonation and control the tone and
volume so that the meaning is clear.

DRAFTING - organise paragraphs
around a theme - in narratives, create
settings, characters and plot using
models from own reading experiences
- in non-narrative writing, use simple
organisational devices [i.e., headings
and subheadings] - assess the
effectiveness of own and others’
writing linked to improving skills
EDITING - suggest improvements, i.e.
changes to grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency - proof-read
independently for spelling and
punctuation errors
READ ALOUD confidently to a group
or whole class - use appropriate
intonation and control the tone and
volume so that the meaning is clear.

EDITING – begin to assess the
effectiveness of own and others’ writing
- propose changes to vocabulary,
grammar and punctuation to enhance
effects and clarify meaning - ensure the
consistent and correct use of tense
throughout - ensure correct subject and
verb agreement, singular and plural distinguish between language of direct
and indirect speech and writing - proofread for spelling / punctuation errors
READ ALOUD - perform own
compositions, use appropriate
intonation, volume and
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EDITING - assess the effectiveness of
own and others’ writing - propose
changes to vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation to enhance effects and
clarify meaning - ensure the
consistent and correct use of tense
throughout - ensure correct subject
and verb agreement, singular and
plural - continue to distinguish
between language of direct and
indirect speech and writing - proofread for spelling / punctuation errors
READ ALOUD – publish and perform
own compositions, use appropriate
intonation, volume and movement so
that meaning is clear by
differentiating genres.
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Spelling

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

- spell words containing each of
the 40+ phonemes already
taught - spell common
exception words - spell the days
of the week - name the letters
of the alphabet in order - use
letter names to distinguish
between alternative spellings of
the same sound - add prefixes
and suffixes: - use the spelling
rule for adding – s or – es as the
plural marker for nouns and
third person singular marker for
verbs - use the prefix un –

- segment spoken words into
phonemes and representing these by
graphemes, spelling many correctly learn new ways of spelling phonemes
and learn some words with each
spelling, including a few common
homophones - learn to spell
common exception words - learn to
spell more words with contracted
forms - learn the possessive
apostrophe (singular) [for example,
the girl’s book] - distinguish
between homophones and nearhomophones - add suffixes to spell
longer words, including – ment, –
ness, – ful, – less , – ly - apply spelling
rules and guidance, as listed in
Appendix 1 - write from memory
simple sentences dictated by the
teacher that include words using the
using the Grapheme Phoneme
Correspondences and common
exception words taught so far.

- use further prefixes and suffixes
and understand how to add them
(Appendix 1) - spell simple
homophones – there,

- use further prefixes and suffixes and
understand how to add them
(Appendix 1) - spell further
homophones, including near
homophones, effect, affect

- use further prefixes and suffixes and
understand the guidance for adding
them - continue to distinguish between
homophones and other words which are
often confused - use dictionaries to
check the spelling and meaning of words
- use the first three or four letters of a
word to check spelling, meaning or both
of these in a dictionary - use a thesaurus

- spell some words with ‘silent’ letters
[i.e., knight, psalm, solemn] - use
knowledge of morphology and
etymology in spelling and understand
that the spelling of some words needs
to be learnt specifically, as listed in
Appendix 1 - use dictionaries to check
the spelling and meaning of words use the first three or four letters of a
word to check spelling, meaning or
both of these in a dictionary - use a
thesaurus

- use – ing, – ed, – er and – est
where no change is needed in
the spelling of root words [ie,
helping, helped, helper, eating,
quicker, quickest] - apply simple
spelling rules, as listed in
Appendix 1 - write from
memory simple sentences
dictated by the teacher that
include words using the
Grapheme Phoneme
Correspondences and common
exception words taught so far.

there, they’re, too, to, two, where,
wear - spell common words that are
often misspelt (Appendix 1) - use the
first two or three letters of a word to
check its spelling in a dictionary write from memory simple
sentences, dictated by the teacher
that includes words and punctuation
taught so far

Adding suffixes beginning with
vowels to words of more than one
syllable: - doubling the consonant,
forgotten
- the i sound as ‘y’ as in gym - the u
sound as ou as in touch - ation, -ly

- spell common words that are often
misspelt (Appendix 1) - place the
possessive apostrophe accurately in
words with regular plurals [i.e., girls’,
boys’] and in words with irregular
plurals [i.e., children’s] - use the first
two or three letters of a word to check
its spelling in a dictionary - write from
memory simple sentences, dictated by
the teacher that includes words and
punctuation taught so far

Adding prefixes:
- -im-, re-, sub-, inter-, super-, anti-,
auto Adding suffixes:

- -sure, -ture, -er
- -ous
- -sion, -tion
Adding prefix:

-

- un, dis, mis where they have
negative meanings

- -tion, -sion, -ssion, -cian Spelling
patterns
-gue, -que
sc – science

ch as in chorus and in chef

-ei, -eigh,- ey
Grammar,
Punctuation,
Spelling

Children will be taught to
- use and apply understanding
of concepts set out in Appendix
2 - leave spaces between
words - join words and clauses
using and - begin to punctuate
sentences using a capital letter
and a full stop, question mark

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

- use and apply understanding of
concepts set out in Appendix 2 learn how to use both familiar and
new punctuation correctly including
full stops, capital letters, exclamation

- use and develop understanding of
concepts set out in Appendix 2 extend range of sentences with more
than one clause by using a wider
range of conjunctions, including
when, if, because, although - use
present perfect form of verbs in

- use and develop understanding of
concepts set out in Appendix 2 choose nouns or pronouns
appropriately for clarity and cohesion
- use conjunctions, adverbs and
prepositions to express time and
cause, using commas to add clauses to

- use and develop understanding of
concepts set out in Appendix 2 for Year
5 - recognise vocabulary and structures
appropriate for formal speech - begin to
use passive verbs to affect the
understanding of information - begin to
use the perfect form of verbs to mark

- use and develop understanding of
concepts set out in Appendix 2 for
Year 6 - continue to recognise
vocabulary and structures appropriate
for formal speech /writing, - include
subjunctive forms in writing continue to use passive verbs to affect
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or exclamation mark - use a
capital letter for names of
people, places, the days of the
week, and the personal
pronoun ‘I’ - use grammatical
terminology when discussing
writing.

marks, question marks, commas for
lists and apostrophes for contracted
forms and the possessive (singular) use sentences with different forms:
statement, question, exclamation,
command - use expanded noun
phrases to describe and specify [for
example, the blue butterfly] - use
the present and past tenses correctly
and consistently including the
progressive form - use subordination
(using when, if, that, or because) and
co-ordination (using or, and, or but)
- use features of written Standard
English - use and understand
grammatical terminology when
discussing writing.

contrast to the past tense - use
conjunctions, adverbs and
prepositions to express time and
cause - highlight grammatical and
other features in writing through
punctuation - introduce use and
punctuation of direct speech - use
and understand grammatical
terminology when discussing writing
and reading: - preposition,
conjunction, word
family, prefix, clause, subordinate

sentences - use fronted adverbials highlight grammatical and other
features in writing through consistent
use of punctuation - use commas after
fronted adverbials - indicate
possession by using the possessive
apostrophe with plural nouns - use
and punctuate direct speech with
speech marks and commas to mark
start of speech - use and understand
grammatical terminology when
discussing writing and reading:
determiner, pronoun, possessive

clause, suffix, consonant letter,
pronoun, adverbial, verb inflexions
vowel letter, inverted commas /
speech marks
- use of a and an according to
whether the noun begins with a
vowel or a consonant

Handwriting

relationships of time and cause -begin
to use expanded noun phrases to
convey information - use modal verbs
or adverbs to indicate degrees of
possibility - begin to use relative clauses
beginning with who, which, where,
when, whose, that or with an implied
relative pronoun to convey more
information concisely - indicate
grammatical and other features in
writing through punctuation - use
commas appropriately to clarify
meaning or avoid ambiguity in writing begin to use hyphens to avoid ambiguity
- begin to use brackets, dashes or
commas to indicate parenthesis - begin
to use semi-colons, colons or dashes to
mark boundaries between independent
clauses - begin to use a colon to
introduce a list - begin to punctuate
bullet points consistently - use and
understand grammatical terminology
when discussing writing and reading.

the understanding of information continue to use the perfect form of
verbs to mark relationships of time
and cause - use expanded noun
phrases to convey complicated
information concisely - continue to
use modal verbs or adverbs to
indicate degrees of possibility continue to use relative clauses
beginning with who, which, where,
when, whose, that or with an implied
relative pronoun to convey more
information concisely - indicate
grammatical and other features in
writing through a wide range
punctuation - use commas
appropriately and without error to
clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity in
writing - continue to use hyphens to
avoid ambiguity - consolidate use of
brackets, dashes or commas to
indicate parenthesis - consolidate use
of semi-colons, colons or dashes to
mark boundaries between
independent clauses - consolidate
use of a colon to introduce a list continue to punctuate bullet points
consistently - use, discuss and
understand grammatical terminology
when discussing writing and reading.

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

Children will be taught to

- sit correctly at a table, holding
a pencil comfortably and
correctly - begin to form lowercase letters in the correct
direction, starting and finishing
in the right place - form capital
letters - form digits 0-9 understand which letters

- form lower-case letters of the
correct size relative to one another start using some of the diagonal and
horizontal strokes needed to join
letters and understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another, are
best left un joined - write capital
letters and digits of the correct size,

-continue to practise correct letter
formation to develop speed and
consistency - use the diagonal and
horizontal strokes that are needed to
join letter - understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another, are
best left un joined - increase the
legibility, consistency and quality of

-apply knowledge of letter formation
to produce consistently well-formed
and effective handwriting - use the
diagonal and horizontal strokes that
are needed to join letter - understand
which letters, when adjacent to one
another, are best left un joined increase the legibility, consistency and

- write legibly, fluently and with
increasing speed - choose which shape
of a letter to use when given choices decide whether or not to join specific
letters - choose the writing implement
that is best suited for a task

continue to:
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- write legibly, fluently and with
increasing speed by - choose which
shape of a letter to use when given
choices - decide whether or not to
join specific letters - choose the
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belong to which handwriting
‘families’ (i.e., letters that are
formed in similar ways) and to
practise these.

orientation and relationship to one
another and to lower case letters use spacing between words that
reflects the size of the letters

their handwriting - ensure that the
down strokes of letters are parallel
and equidistant – ensure that lines of
writing are spaced sufficiently so that
the ascenders and descenders of
letters do not touch

quality of their handwriting - ensure
that the down strokes of letters are
parallel and equidistant – ensure that
lines of writing are spaced sufficiently
so that the ascenders and descenders
of letters do not touch
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writing implement that is best suited
for a task
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Progression of skills in Reading
EYFS
To enjoy rhyming and
rhythmic activities.

Phonics and
Decoding

To show an awareness of
rhyme and alliteration.
To recognise rhythm in
spoken words.
To continue a rhyming string.
To hear and say the initial
sound in words.
To segment the sounds in
simple words and blend them
together and know which
letter represents some of
them.
To link sounds to letters,
naming and sounding the
letters of the alphabet.

Year 1

Year 2

To apply phonic knowledge
and skills as the route to
decode words.
To blend sounds in
unfamiliar words using the
GPCs that they have been
taught.
To respond speedily, giving
the correct sound to
graphemes for all of the 40+
phonemes.
To read words containing
taught GPCs.
To read words containing s, -es, -ing,
-ed and -est endings.
To read words with contractions,
e.g. I’m, I’ll and we’ll.

To continue to apply phonic
knowledge and skills as the route
to decode words until automatic
decoding has become embedded
and reading is fluent.
To read accurately by blending
the sounds in words that contain
the graphemes taught so far,
especially recognising alternative
sounds for graphemes.
To accurately read most words of
two or more syllables.

To read most words containing
common suffixes.*
*

To use phonic knowledge to
decode regular words and
read them aloud accurately.

Common
Exception
words

To read some common
irregular words

To read Y1 common exception
words, noting unusual
correspondences between spelling
and sound and where these occur
in words.

To read most Y1 and Y2
common exception words*,
noting unusual
correspondences
between spelling and sound and
where these occur in the word.

Year 3
To use their phonic
knowledge to decode
quickly and accurately
(may still need support
to read longer unknown
words).
To apply their growing
knowledge of root words
and prefixes, including
in-, im-, il-, ir-, dis-, mis-,
un-, re-, sub-, inter-,
super-, anti- and auto- to
begin to read aloud.*

Year 4
To read most words
fluently and attempt to
decode any unfamiliar
words with increasing
speed and skill.
To apply their knowledge of
root words, prefixes and
suffixes/word endings to
read aloud fluently.*

To apply their growing
knowledge of root words
and suffixes/word
endings, including -ation,
-ly, -ous, -ture, -sure, sion,
-tion, -ssion and -cian, to
begin to read aloud.*

To begin to read Y3/Y4
exception words.*

To read all Y3/Y4 exception
words*, discussing the unusual
correspondences between spelling
and these occur in the word.
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Year 5
To read most words
fluently and attempt to
decode any unfamiliar
words with increasing
speed and skill,
recognising their
meaning through
contextual cues.
To apply their growing
knowledge of root words,
prefixes and suffixes/ word
endings, including
-sion, -tion, -cial, -tial,
-ant/-ance/-ancy, -ent/ence/-ency, -able/-ably and
-ible/ibly, to read aloud
fluently.*

To read most Y5/ Y6
exception words,
discussing the unusual
correspondences between spelling
and sound and where these occur
in the word.

Year 6
To read fluently
with full
knowledge of
all Y5/ Y6
exception
words, root
words, prefixes,
suffixes/word
endings* and to
decode any
unfamiliar words
with increasing
speed and skill,
recognising their
meaning through
contextual cues.
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Fluency

To show interest in illustrations
and print in books and print in
the environment.
To recognise familiar words and
signs such as own name and
advertising logos.
To look and handle books
independently (holds books the
correct way up and turns pages).
To ascribe meanings to marks
that they see in different places.

To accurately read texts that
are consistent with their
developing phonic
knowledge, that do not
require them to use other
strategies to work out words.
To reread texts to build up
fluency and confidence in
reading

To begin to break the flow of
speech into words.
To begin to read words and
simple sentences.

To know that print carries
meaning and, in English, is read
from left to right and top to
bottom.
To understand humour,
e.g. nonsense rhymes, jokes.

At this stage, teaching comprehension skills should be taking precedence over teaching word
reading and fluency specifically. Any focus on word reading should support the development
of vocabulary.

To read words accurately and
fluently without overt sounding
and blending, e.g. at over 90
words per minute, in ageappropriate texts.

To read and understand simple
sentences.

Understanding
and selfcorrection

To read aloud books (closely
matched to their improving
phonic
knowledge), sounding out
unfamiliar
words accurately,
automatically and without
undue hesitation.
To reread these books to
build up fluency and
confidence in word reading.

To check that a text makes sense to
them as they read and to selfcorrect.

To show understanding by drawing on
what they already know or on
background information
and vocabulary provided by the teacher.
To check that the text makes sense to
them as they read and to correct
inaccurate reading.
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To listen to stories with
increasing attention and recall.
To anticipate key events and
phrases in rhymes and stories.
To begin to be aware of the
way stories are structured.
To describe main story settings,
events and principal characters.
To enjoy an increasing range of
books.

Inference
and
Prediction

Comprehension

To listen to stories,accurately
anticipating key events and
respond to what they hear with
relevant comments, questions
or actions.

To link what they have read or have
read to them to their own experiences.
To retell familiar stories in increasing
detail.
To join in with discussions about a
text, taking turns and listening to
what others say.

To discuss the significance of titles
and events.

To demonstrate understanding
when talking with others about
what they have read.

To build up vocabulary that
reflects the breadth of their
experiences.
To extend vocabulary,
especially by grouping and
naming, exploring the meaning
and sounds of new words.
To use vocabulary and forms of
speech that are increasingly
influenced by their experiences
of books.

To show understanding by drawing
on what they already know or on
background information
and vocabulary provided by the
teacher.
To check that the text makes sense to
them as they read and to correct
inaccurate reading.

To suggest how a story might
end.
To begin to understand ‘why’
and ‘how’ questions.
To answer ‘how’ and ‘why’
questions about their
experiences and in response to
stories or events.

To recognise, listen to and
discuss a wide range of fiction,
poetry, plays, non-fiction and
reference books or
textbooks.

To discuss and compare texts from
a wide variety of genres and
writers.

To use appropriate
terminology when discussing
texts (plot, character,
setting).

To identify themes and conventions in
a wide range of books.

To participate in discussion about
books, poems and other works that
are read to them
(at a level beyond at which they
can read independently) and
those that they can read for
themselves, explaining their
understanding and expressing
their views.

To read for a range of purposes.

To refer to authorial style, overall
themes (e.g. triumph of good
over evil) and
features (e.g. greeting in letters, a
diary written in the first person or
the use of presentational devices
such as numbering and headings).

To read a wide range of genres,
identifying the characteristics of
text types (such as the use of
the first person in writing
diaries and autobiographies)
and differences between text
types.
To participate in discussions
about books that are read
to them and those they can
read for
themselves, building on their own
and others’ ideas and challenging
views courteously.
To identify main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph
and to

To discuss word meaning and
link new meanings to those
already known.

To discuss and clarify the
meanings of words, linking new
meanings to known vocabulary.
To discuss their favourite words
and phrases.

To check that the text
makes sense to them,
discussing their
understanding and
explaining the meaning of
words in context.

Discuss vocabulary used to
capture readers’ interest and
imagination.

To predict what might happen on the
basis of what has been read so far.

To make inferences on the basis of
what is being said and done.

To predict what might happen on the
basis of what has been read so far in a
text.

To ask and answer questions
appropriately, including some
simple inference questions
based on characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives.

To discuss vocabulary used
by the author to create effect
including figurative
language.
To evaluate the use of
authors’ language and
explain how it has created an
impact on
the reader.

To discuss authors’
choice of words and
phrases for effect.

To begin to make simple
inferences about what has been
said and done.

To read for
pleasure,
discussing,
comparing and
evaluating in depth
across a wide
range of genres,
including myths,
legends, traditional
stories, modern
fiction, fiction from
our literary
heritage and books
from other cultures
and traditions.
To recognise more
complex themes in
what they read
(such as loss or
heroism).
To explain and
discuss their
understanding of
what they have
read, including
through formal
presentations and
debates,

To become increasingly familiar
with and to retell a wide range of
stories, fairy stories and traditional
tales.
To discuss the sequence of events in
books and how items of information
are related.

Comprehension

Developing vocabulary and
word meaning

Comprehension

To follow a story without
pictures or props.

To listen to and discuss a wide range
of fiction, non-fiction and poetry at a
level beyond that at which they can
read independently.

To draw inferences from characters’
feelings, thoughts and motives that
justify their actions, supporting their
views with evidence from the text.
To justify predictions from details
stated and implied.

To draw inferences from
characters’ feelings, thoughts and
motives.
To make predictions based on
details stated and implied,
justifying them in detail with
evidence from the text.

To analyse and
evaluate the use
of language,
including
figurative
language and
how it is used for
effect, using
technical
terminology such
as metaphor,
simile, analogy,
imagery, style and
effect.
To consider
different accounts
of the same event
and to discuss
viewpoints (both
of authors and of
fictional
characters).
To discuss how
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characters change
and develop
through texts by
drawing inferences
based on indirect
clues.

Poetry and Performance

To listen to and join in with
stories and poems, one-to-one
and also in small groups.
To join in with repeated
refrains in rhymes and stories.
To use intonation, rhythm and
phrasing to make the meaning
clear to others.

To recite simple poems by
heart.

To develop preference for
forms of expression.

To continue to build up a
repertoire of poems learnt by
heart, appreciating these and
reciting some with appropriate
intonation to make the meaning
clear.

To prepare and perform
poems and play scripts
that show some
awareness of the audience
when reading aloud.
To begin to use
appropriate intonation and
volume when reading
aloud.

To play cooperatively as
part of a group to develop
and act out a narrative.

To recognise and discuss
some different forms of
poetry (e.g. free verse or
narrative poetry).
To prepare and perform
poems and play scripts with
appropriate techniques
(intonation, tone, volume and
action) to show awareness of
the audience when reading
aloud.

To continually show an
awareness of audience
when reading out loud
using intonation, tone,
volume and action.

To confidently
perform texts
(including
poems learnt
by heart) using
a wide range of
devices to
engage the
audience and
for effect.

To use knowledge of texts and
organisation devices to
retrieve, record and discuss
information from fiction and
non-fiction texts.

To retrieve, record
and present
information from
non-fiction texts.

To express themselves
effectively, showing
awareness of listeners’ needs.

Non-Fiction
To know that information
can be relayed in the
form of print.

To retrieve and record
information from nonfiction texts.
To know that information can be
retrieved from books and
computers.

To retrieve and record information
from non- fiction texts.

To use all of the organisational
devices available within a nonfiction text to retrieve, record
and discuss information.
To use dictionaries to check the
meaning of words that they
have read.

* These are detailed in the word lists within the spelling appendix to the national curriculum (English Appendix 1). Teachers should refer to these to exemplify the words that pupils should be able to read as well as spell.
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To use non-fiction
materials for
purposeful
information
retrieval (e.g. in
reading history,
geography and
science textbooks)
and in contexts
where pupils are
genuinely
motivated to find
out information
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Progression of skills in Phonics and Spellings
EYFS*
Set 1 Sounds

m, a, s, d, t

m, a, s, d, t, i, n, g, o

m, a, s, d, t, i, n, g, o, c, k,
u, b

m, a, s, d, t, i, n, g, o, c, k,
u, b, f, e, l, h, sh

m, a, s, d, t, i, n, g, o, c, k,
u, b, f, e, l, h, sh, ck, r, j, v,
y, w

Word Time

Word time 1.1

Word time 1.2

Word time 1.3

Word time 1.4

Word time 1.5

Word time 1.6

Word Time Words

at mat mad sad dad sat

in on it an and pin pat got
dog sit tip pan gap dig top

red run rat jog jet jam vet
yap yes yet yum web win
wish wet sock

thin thick this zag zip chin
chop chat quiz fox box fix
six sing bang thing wing

Year 1*
Statutory
Sounds
























bed met get bin cat cot
can kit mud up cup bad

Year 2*
The sounds /f/, /l/, /s/, /z/ and /k/ spelt ff, ll,
ss, zz and ck
The sound spelt n before k ‘nk’
The sound /ch/ spelt – ‘tch’
The /v/ sound at the end of words spelt with
‘ve’



Set 2 Sounds
The vowel digraph ‘ay’ - “may I play?”
The vowel digraph ‘ee’ - “what can you
see?”
The trigraph ‘igh’ - “fly high”
The sound /oa/ spelt with the vowel
digraph ‘ow’ - “blow the snow”
The vowel digraph ‘oo’ - “look at a book”
The vowel digraph ‘oo’ - “poo at the zoo”
The vowel digraph ‘ar’ - “start the car”
The vowel digraph ‘or’ - “shut the door”
The vowel trigraph ‘air’ - “that’s not fair”
The vowel digraph ‘ir’ - “whirl and twirl”
The vowel digraph ‘ou’ - “shout it out”
The digraphs ‘oy’ - “toy for a boy”



Set 3 Sounds
The vowel digraph ‘ea’ - “cup of tea”
The digraphs ‘oi‘- “spoil the boy”
The split vowel digraph ‘a-e’ - “make a cake”
The split vowel digraphs ‘i-e’ - “nice smile”
The vowel digraph ‘ie’ making the /igh/
and / ee/ sounds - “terrible tie”











fan fun fat lip log let had
hit hen ship shop fish

Year 3
The sounds/n/ spelt
‘kn’ and less often
‘gn’at the beginning
of words
The sounds /r/ spelt
‘wr’ at the beginning
of words
The sound /s/ spelt ‘c’
before e, I and y
The sound /j/ spelt
with ‘-dge’ and ‘-ge’
at the end of words
The sound /j/ often
spelt with g before e,
I and y
The sound /j/ always
spelt with ‘j’ before a,
o and u
The sound /l/ spelt
with ‘le’ at the end of
words
The sound /l/ spelt
with ‘el’ at the end of
words
The sound /l/ spelt
with ‘-il’ and ‘al’ at
the end of words
The sound /igh/ spelt
with ‘y’ at the end of
words
















Year 4
Words with the long
/eI / sound spelt with
ei
Words with the long
/eI / sound spelt with
ey
Words with short /i/
sound spelt with ‘y’
Words with a /k/
sound spelt with ‘ch’
Words ending in the
/g/ sound spelt ‘gue’
and the /k/ sound
spelt ‘que’
Words with a /sh/
sound spelt with ‘ch’
Words with a short
/u/ sound spelt with
‘ou’
Words ending with an
/zher/ sound spelt
with ‘sure’
Words ending with a
/cher/ sound spelt
with ‘ture’
Words ending with a
/cher/ sound spelt as
‘ture’













m, a, s, d, t, i, n, g, o, c, k, m, a, s, d, t, i, n, g, o, c, k,
u, b, f, e, l, h, sh, ck, r, j, v, u, b, f, e, l, h, sh, ck, r, j, v,
y, w, th, z, ch, qu, x, ng, nk y, w, th, z, ch, qu, x, ng,
nk,

Year 5
Words with /shun/
endings spelt with
‘sion’ (if root word
ends in ‘se’, ‘de’ or
‘d’)
Words with a /shuhn/
sound, spelt with
‘sion’ (if root word
ends in ‘se’, ‘de’ or ‘d’)
Words with a /shuhn/
sound, spelt with
‘ssion’ (if root word
ends in ‘ss’ or ‘mit’)
Words with a /
shuhn/ sound, spelt
with ‘tion’ (if root
word ends in ‘te’ or
‘t' / or has no
definite root)
Words with a /shuhn/
sound, spelt with
‘cian’ (if root word
ends in ‘c’ or ‘cs’)
Words with the /s/
sound spelt with ‘sc’



Word time 1.7
bell well huff mess think
blob brat drip send dress
frog gran stamp strop
stand ticket robin

Year 6
Words with endings
that sound like
/shuhs/ spelt with –
cious
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Words with a long /e/
sound spelt ‘ie’ or ‘ei’
after c (and
exceptions)
Words with the long
/e/ sound spelt ‘ie’ or
‘ei’ after c (and
exceptions)
Words with
endings which
sound like /shuhl/
after a vowel
letter
Words with
endings which
sound like /shuhl/
after a consonant
letter
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The split vowel digraph ‘o-e’ - “phone home”
The /yoo/ and /oo/ sounds spelt with the
split digraph ‘u-e’ - “huge brute”
The sound/oo/ and /yoo/ spelt with ‘ue’ “come to the rescue”
The vowel digraph ‘aw’ - “yawn at dawn”
The vowel digraph ‘au’ - “Paul the astronaut”
The vowel trigraph ‘are’ - “care and share”
The vowel digraph ‘ir’ - “nurse with a
purse”
The vowel digraph ‘er’ (unstressed) ‘er’
(stressed) - “a better letter”
The vowel digraph ‘ow’ - “brown cow”
The digraph ‘ai‘ - “snail in the rain”
The sound /oa/ spelt with the vowel
digraph ‘oa’ - “goat in a boat”
The sound /oa/ spelt with the vowel digraphs
‘oe’
The sounds/oo/ and /yoo/ spelt with ‘ew’ “chew the stew”
The split vowel digraphs ‘e-e’ - “go Pete and
Steve”
The vowel trigraph ‘ear’ - “hear with your
ear”
The vowel trigraph ‘ore’
Words ending with the sound /e/ spelt with
‘y’
The sound /k/ spelt with ‘k’ not ‘c’, before
e, i and y




The sound /or/spelt
‘a’ before l or ll
The sound /u/spelt
with ‘o’



The sound
/ee/ spelt with
‘-ey’



The /o/ sound
spelt with ‘a’ after
w and qu
The stressed/er/
spelt with ‘or’ after
w and the sound /
or/ spelt ‘ar’ after w





The sound /zh/
spelt ‘s’
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Non
statutory
sounds





The sound /ee/ spelt ‘e’
The trigraph ‘ire’ - “fire fire”
The trigraph ‘ure’ - “sure it’s pure”








Words with the long
/eI/ sound spelt with
ai
Words with /ə:/
sound spelt with ear
Words with a short
/u/ sound spelt with
‘o’









Words with /aw/
spelt with augh and
au
Words with ‘ough’
to make a long /o/,
/oo/ or /or/ sound
Words with a ‘soft c’
spelt with ‘ce’
Words with a ‘soft c’
spelt with ‘ci’
Words ending in -ar/ er













Words with
endings that
sound like /shuhs/
spelt with –tious
or –ious
Words with the
short vowel sound
/i/ spelt with y
Words with the
long vowel sound
/i/ spelt with y
Words with an
/or/ sound spelt
‘or’
Words with /or/
sound spelt ‘au’
Words with an
/ear/ sound spelt
‘ere’
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Words with a ‘soft c’
spelt /ce/
Words with a long /o/
sound spelt ‘ou’ or
‘ow’
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Statutory
Suffixes





Adding the endings –ing, –ed and –er to verbs
where no change is needed to the root word
Adding –er and –est to adjectives where no
change is needed to the root word
Words ending –y (ighh, ee)











Adding –ies to nouns
and verbs ending in –
y
Adding –ed, -er and –
est to a word ending
in –y with a
consonant before it
Adding –ing to a word
ending in –y with a
consonant before it
Adding –ing, -ed, -er, est and –y to words
ending in –e with an
consonant before it
Adding –ing, -ed, -er, est and –y of one
syllable ending in a
single consonant after
a single vowel
The suffixes –ment,
-ness and –ful



The suffixes –less
and –ly



Words ending in tion





















Creating adverbs
using the suffix -ly (no
change to root word)
Creating adverbs
using the suffix -ly
(root word ends in ‘y’
with more than one
syllable)
Creating adverbs
using the suffix -ly
(root word ends
in ‘le’)
Creating adverbs
using the suffix -ly
(root word ends in ‘ic’
or ‘al’)
Creating adverbs
using the suffix -ly
(exceptions to the
rules)
Adding suffixes
beginning with a
vowel (er/ed/ing) to
words with more than
one syllable
(unstressed last
syllable - DO
NOT double the
final consonant)
Adding suffixes
beginning with a
vowel (er/ed/en/ing)
to words with more
than one syllable
(stressed last syllable
- double the final
consonant)
Words ending with an
/zher/ sound spelt
with ‘sure’
Words ending with a
/cher/ sound spelt
with ‘ture’
Words ending with a
/cher/ sound spelt as
‘ture’










Nouns ending in the
suffix –ation
Adding the suffix -ous
(No change to root
word)
Adding the suffix -ous
(No definitive root
word)
Adding the suffix -ous
(Words ending in ‘y’
become ‘i’ and words
ending in ‘our’
become ‘or’)
Adding the suffix -ous
(Words ending in ‘e’
drop the ‘e’ but not
‘ge’)



Words with endings
that sound like
/shuhs/ spelt with –
cious



Convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs
using the suffix –ate
Convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs
using the suffix –ise













Convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs
using the suffix –ify
Convert nouns or
adjectives into verbs
using the suffix –en
Convert nouns or
verbs into adjectives
using suffix –ful
Convert nouns or
verbs into adjectives
using suffix –ive
Convert nouns or
verbs into adjectives
using suffix -al
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Adjectives
ending in -ant
into nouns
ending in -ance/
-ancy
Adjectives
ending in -ent
into nouns
ending in -ence/
-ency
Words ending in -able
Words ending in -ably

Adding suffixes
beginning with vowel
letters to words
ending in –fer
Words with
endings which
sound like

/shuhl/ after a
vowel letter


Words with
endings which
sound like

/shuhl/ after a
consonant letter



Words ending in –ible
Words ending in -ibly

St Robert Southwell Catholic Primary School
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Nonstatutory
suffixes

Statutory
Prefixes








Words ending with suffix -tion
“pay attention it’s a celebration”
Words ending with suffix –cious and –tious
“scrumptious, delicious”

Adding the prefix –un without any change to
the spelling of the root word









Words ending in -ary
Words ending in the
suffix -al

Creating negative
meanings using prefix
misCreating negative
meanings
using prefix disAdding the prefix bi(meaning ‘two’ or
‘twice’) and Adding
the prefix re(meaning ‘again’ or
back’)

















Adding the prefix in(meaning ‘not’ or
‘into’)
Adding the prefix im(before a root word
staring with ‘m’ or ‘p’)
Adding the prefix il(before a root word
staring with ‘l’) and
the prefix ir- (before a
root word staring with
‘r’)
Adding the prefix sub(meaning ‘under’) and
adding the prefix
super- (meaning
‘above’)
Adding the prefix
inter- (meaning
‘between’ or ‘among’)
Adding the
prefix anti(meaning
‘against’)
Adding the prefix
auto- (meaning ‘self’
or ‘own’)
Adding the prefix ex(meaning ‘out’)
Adding the prefix non(meaning ‘not’)



Words with
endings that
sound like /shuhs/
spelt with –tious
or –ious



Words ending in
‘ment’



Creating nouns
using -ity suffix



Creating nouns
using -ness suffix



Creating nouns
using -ship suffix



Adding verb prefixes
de- and reAdding verb prefix
over-
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NonStatutory
Prefixes



Statutory
Objectives







Non
statutory
Objectives

Division of words into syllables
Adding s and es to words (plural of nouns and
the third person singular of verbs)
Days of the week
New consonant spellings ph and wh
Compound words



Contractions



The possessive
apostrophe






Homophones and
near homophones



Common exception
words



Conjunctions



Months of the year/
time



Homophones & near
homophones
Word families based
on common words,
showing how words
are related in form
and meaning.

Silent Letters



Homophones & near
homophones



Plural Possessive
Apostrophes with
plural words
Word families
based on common
words, showing
how words are
related in form and
meaning







Adverbials of
frequency and
possibility




Words with 'silent'
letters
Homophones &
Near Homophones



Words containing
the letter string
‘ough’



Homophones &
near homophones
Modal verbs






Adverbs of
possibility and
frequency
Adverbials of time



Adverbials of place



Unstressed vowels
in polysyllabic
words

Adverbials of manner
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Hyphens: To join a
prefix ending in a
vowel to a root word
beginning with a
vowel.
Creating diminutives
using prefixes microor miniHomophones & Near
Homophones: Nouns
that end in -ce/-cy
and verbs that end in
-se/-sy
Synonyms &
Antonyms

Ambitious
Synonyms:
Adjectives
Hyphens: To join
compound adjectives
to avoid ambiguity
Word families based
on common words,
showing how words
are related in form
and meaning
Words that can be
nouns and verbs
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Statutory
Spelling
words
(Common
Exception)

the, a, do, to, today, of, said, says, are, were, was, is,
his, has, I, you, your, they, be, he, me, she, we, no,
go, so, by, my, here, there, where, love, come, some,
one, once, ask, friend, school, put, push, pull, full,
house, our

door, floor, poor, because,
find, kind, mind, behind, child,
children, wild, climb, most,
only, both, old, cold, gold,
hold, told, every, everybody,
even, great, break, steak,
pretty, beautiful, after, fast,
last, past, father, class, grass,
pass, plant, path, bath, hour,
move, prove, improve, sure,
sugar, eye, could, should,
would, who, whole, any,
many, clothes, busy, people,
water, again, half, money, Mr,
Mrs, parents, Christmas

accident, accidentally, actual,
actually, address, answer,
appear, arrive, believe,
bicycle, breath, breathe,
build, busy. Business,
calendar, certain, circle,
complete, continue, decide,
describe, difficult, disappear,
eight, eighth, enough,
extreme, favourite, February,
forward, heard, heart, height,
fruit, grammar, group, guard,
guide, interest, island, learn,
library, minute, notice,
occasion, occasionally, often,
opposite, ordinary, particular,
possible, pressure, probably,
promise, regular, reign,
remember, special, strange,
suppose, surprise, woman,
women

aggressive, awkward,
desperate, disastrous,
marvellous, available,
average, attached, relevant,
competition, excellent,
existence, conscience,
controversy, correspond,
embarrass, especially,
temperature, variety,
exaggerate, suggest, lightning,
foreign, apparent, appreciate,
achieve, convenience,
mischievous, persuade,
individual, committee,
language, interrupt, interfere,
sufficient, determined,
explanation, cemetery,
necessary, sacrifice,
hindrance, nuisance,
prejudice, pronunciation,
accommodate, accompany,
signature, programme,
shoulder

conscious, vegetable,
symbol, physical,
system, rhythm,
vehicle, occupy,
rhyme, bruise,

caught, centre, century,
consider, difference, early,
earth, exercise, experience,
experiment, famous, history,
imagine, increase, important,
knowledge, length, material,
medicine, mention, natural,
naughty, peculiar, perhaps,
popular, possess, possession,
potatoes, purpose, quarter,
question, recent, sentence
separate, straight, strength,
therefore, though, although,
thought, through, various,
weight

soldier, stomach,
recommend, yacht,

guarantee, leisure,
privilege, equipment,
environment,
government,
parliament, occur,
frequently,
neighbour,

community,
curiosity, forty,
category, according,

opportunity, sincere,
interfere, harass,
definite, secretary,
dictionary, familiar

*RWI Progression of Skills

Throughout Nursery, young learners
develop the knowledge, skills and
understanding to discriminate between and
use auditory, environmental and
instrumental sounds.

Learners are introduced to
phonemes/sounds and graphemes/letters
systematically. They also learn to develop
and apply blending and segmenting skills
for reading and writing.

Set 1 sounds
Group A

Ditty 1-10

Blue
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Grey

Purple

Blue

Green

Children explore spelling patterns and
grammar while also developing a breadth
of knowledge, skills and understanding in
the recognition and spelling of common
exception words.

Yellow

Red

The coherently planned sequence of lessons within
Set 2 and Set 3 words allows opportunities for
children to apply their phonics knowledge and skills
as the prime approach to reading and spelling. It
focuses on phonetically decodable two-syllable and
three-syllable words and the alternative ways of
pronouncing and representing the long vowel
phonemes. Furthermore, children will develop their
ability to attempt to read and spell increasingly
complex words

Orange

Set 1 sounds
Group C

Year 2

Pink

Set 1 sounds
Group B

Year 1

Green

Read, Write Inc. levels

Reception

Purple

Nursery

Grey

Literacy and
Language

St Robert Southwell Catholic Primary School
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Reading - Recognition

 Reads and understands simple sentences.
 Uses phonic knowledge to decode regular
words and read them aloud accurately.
 Read some common irregular words.
 Demonstrate understanding when talking
with others about what they have read.

 Apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to
decode words.
 Respond readily with the correct sound to
graphemes (letters or groups of letters) for
all 40+ phonemes, including, where
applicable, alternative sounds for
graphemes.
 Read accurately by blending sounds in
unfamiliar words containing GPCs that have
been taught.
 Read common exception words, noting
unusual correspondences between
spelling and sound and where these occur
in the word.
 Read words containing taught GPCs and -s, -es, ing, -ed, -er and -est endings.
 Read other words of more than one syllable that
contain taught GPCs.
 Read words with contractions [for example,
I’m, I’ll, we’ll], and understand that the
apostrophe represents the omitted letter(s).
 Read aloud accurately books that are
consistent with their developing phonic
knowledge and that do not require them to
use other strategies to work out words.
 i Re-read these books to build up their fluency
and confidence in word reading.
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 Continue to apply phonic knowledge and
skills as the route to decode words
until automatic decoding has become
embedded and reading is fluent.
 Read accurately by blending the
sounds in words that contain the
graphemes taught so far,
especially recognising alternative
sounds for graphemes.
 Read accurately words of two or more
syllables that contain the same
graphemes as above.
 Read words containing common suffixes.
 Read further common exception
words, noting unusual
correspondences between
spelling and sound and where
these occur in the word.
 Read most words quickly and
accurately, without overt sounding
and blending, when they have been
frequently encountered.
 Read aloud books closely matched
to their improving phonic
knowledge, sounding out
unfamiliar words accurately,
automatically and without
undue hesitation.
 Re-read these books to build up their
fluency and confidence in word
reading.
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Progression of skills in Mathematics

Place Value
Year 1
Place Value
Counting

Year 2

count to and across 100, forwards and
backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or
from any given number

count, read and write numbers to 100
in numerals; count in multiples of twos,
fives and tens

count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and
in tens from any number, forward or
backward

given a number, identify one more and
one less
Place Value

Year 3

Identifying,
Representing and
Estimating
Numbers
Place Value

interpret negative numbers in context, count
forwards and backwards with positive and negative
whole numbers, including through zero

count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100;

count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000

count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of
10 for any given number up to 1000 000

find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number

find 1000 more or less than a given
number

use the language of: equal to, more
than, less than (fewer), most, least

compare and order numbers from 0 up
to 100; use <, > and = signs

compare and order numbers up to 1000

order and compare numbers beyond 1000
compare numbers with the same number
of decimal places up to two decimal places
(copied from Fractions)

identify and represent numbers using
objects and pictorial representations
including the number line

identify, represent and estimate
numbers using different
representations, including the number
line

identify, represent and estimate numbers using
different representations

identify, represent and estimate numbers
using different representations

read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in
numerals and words.

read and write numbers to at least 100
in numerals and in words

read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals
and in words

Reading and
Writing
Numbers
(including
Roman
Numerals)
Place Value
Understanding
Place Value

Place Value

tell and write the time from an analogue clock,
including using Roman numerals from I to XII, and
12-hour and 24-hour clocks
(copied from Measurement)

recognise the place value of each digit
in a two-digit number (tens, ones)

Year 5

count backwards through zero to include
negative numbers

Comparing
Numbers

Place Value

Year 4

recognise the place value of each digit in a threedigit number (hundreds, tens, ones)

Year 6
use negative numbers in context, and
calculate intervals across zero

read, write, order and compare numbers to at least
1 000 000 and determine the value of each digit
(appears also in Reading and Writing Numbers)

read, write, order and compare numbers
up to
10 000000 and determine the value of
each digit (appears also in Reading and
Writing Numbers)

read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and
know that over time, the numeral system
changed to include the concept of zero
and place value.

read, write, order and compare numbers to at least
1 000 000 and determine the value of each digit
(appears also in Comparing Numbers)
read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognise
years written in Roman numerals.

read, write, order and compare numbers
up to
10 000 000 and determine the value of
each digit
(appears also in Understanding Place
Value)

recognise the place value of each digit in a
four-digit number (thousands, hundreds,
tens, and ones)

read, write, order and compare numbers to at least
1 000 000 and determine the value of each digit
(appears also in Reading and Writing Numbers)

round any number up to 1 000 000 to the nearest
10, 100, 1 000, 10 000 and 100 000

read, write, order and compare numbers
up to
10 000 000 and determine the value of
each digit (appears also in Reading and
Writing Numbers)
identify the value of each digit to three
decimal places and multiply and divide
numbers by 10, 100 and
1000 where the answers are up to three
decimal places (copied from Fractions)
round any whole number to a required
degree of accuracy

round decimals with two decimal places to the
nearest whole number and to one decimal place
(copied from Fractions)

solve problems which require answers to
be rounded to specified degrees of
accuracy (copied from Fractions)

find the effect of dividing a one- or twodigit number by 10 and 100, identifying
the value of the digits in the answer as
units, tenths and hundredths
(copied from Fractions)
round any number to the nearest 10, 100
or 1 000

recognise and use thousandths and relate them to
tenths, hundredths and decimal equivalents
(copied from Fractions)

Rounding
round decimals with one decimal place to
the nearest whole number
(copied from Fractions)
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Place Value

use place value and number facts to
solve problems

solve number problems and practical problems
involving these ideas.

Problem Solving

solve number and practical problems that
involve all of the above and with
increasingly large positive numbers

solve number problems and practical problems that
involve all of the above

solve number and practical problems that
involve all of the above

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
Addition and
Subtraction
Number Bonds
Addition and
Subtraction

Year 1
represent and use number bonds and
related subtraction facts within 20
add and subtract one-digit and twodigit numbers to 20, including zero

Mental
Calculations

Addition and
Subtraction
Written Methods

read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving addition (+),
subtraction (-) and equals (=) signs
(appears also in Written Methods)
read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving addition (+),
subtraction (-) and equals (=) signs
(appears also in Mental Calculation)

Addition and
Subtraction
Inverse Operations,
Estimating and
Checking Answers
Addition and
Subtraction
Problem Solving

solve one-step problems that involve
addition and subtraction, using
concrete objects and pictorial
representations, and missing number
problems such as
7=-9

Year 2
recall and use addition and subtraction
facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use
related facts up to 100
add and subtract numbers using
concrete objects, pictorial
representations, and mentally,
including:
* a two-digit number and ones
* a two-digit number and tens
* two two-digit numbers
* adding three one-digit numbers
show that addition of two numbers can
be done in any order (commutative)
and subtraction of one number from
another cannot

Year 3

Year 4

add and subtract numbers mentally, including:
* a three-digit number and ones
* a three-digit number and tens
* a three-digit number and hundreds

Year 5

add and subtract numbers mentally with
increasingly large numbers

Year 6

perform mental calculations, including
with mixed operations and large numbers

use their knowledge of the order of
operations to carry out calculations
involving the four operations
add and subtract numbers with up to three digits,
using formal written methods of columnar addition
and subtraction

add and subtract numbers with up to 4
digits using the formal written methods of
columnar addition and subtraction where
appropriate

add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4
digits, including using formal written methods
(columnar addition and subtraction)

recognise and use the inverse
relationship between addition and
subtraction and use this to check
calculations and solve missing number
problems.

estimate the answer to a calculation and use
inverse operations to check answers

estimate and use inverse operations to
check answers to a calculation

use rounding to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, levels of
accuracy

use estimation to check answers to
calculations and determine, in the context
of a problem, levels of accuracy.

solve problems with addition and
subtraction:
* using concrete objects and pictorial
representations, including those
involving numbers, quantities and
measures
* applying their increasing
knowledge of mental and written
methods
solve simple problems in a practical
context involving addition and
subtraction of money of the same unit,
including giving change (copied from
Measurement)

solve problems, including missing number
problems, using number facts, place value, and
more complex addition and subtraction

solve addition and subtraction two-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why

solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems
in contexts, deciding which operations and methods
to use and why

solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why

Solve problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division

MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4
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Multiplication and
Division
Multiplication and
Division Facts

count in multiples of twos, fives and
tens
(copied from Number and Place Value)

count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and
in tens from any number, forward or
backward
(copied from Number and Place Value)
recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication tables, including
recognising odd and even numbers

Multiplication and
Division
Mental Calculation

count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100
(copied from Number and Place Value)

count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1 000
(copied from Number and Place Value)

recall and use multiplication and division facts for
the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables

recall multiplication and division facts for
multiplication tables up to 12 × 12

write and calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division using the multiplication
tables that they know, including for two-digit
numbers times one-digit numbers, using mental
and progressing to formal written methods
(appears also in Written Methods)

use place value, known and derived facts
to multiply and divide mentally, including:
multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1;
multiplying together three numbers

multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon
known facts

recognise and use factor pairs and
commutativity in mental calculations
(appears also in Properties of Numbers)

multiply and divide whole numbers and those
involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000

multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers
by a one-digit number using formal
written layout

multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or twodigit number using a formal written method,
including long multiplication for two-digit numbers

multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits
by a two-digit whole number using the
formal written method of long
multiplication

divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number
using the formal written method of short division
and interpret remainders appropriately for the
context

divide numbers up to 4-digits by a twodigit whole number using the formal
written method of short division where
appropriate for the context divide
numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit
whole number using the formal written
method of long division, and interpret
remainders as whole number remainders,
fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate
for the context
use written division methods in cases
where the answer has up to two decimal
places (copied from Fractions (including
decimals))

identify multiples and factors, including finding all
factor pairs of a number, and common factors of
two numbers.
know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers,
prime factors and composite (non-prime) numbers

identify common factors, common
multiples and prime numbers

show that multiplication of two
numbers can be done in any order
(commutative) and division of one
number by another cannot

Multiplication and
Division
Written
Calculations

Multiplication and
Division

Properties of
Numbers:
Multiples, Factors,
Primes, Square and
Cube Numbers

calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division within the
multiplication tables and write them
using the multiplication (×), division (÷)
and equals (=) signs

write and calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division using the multiplication
tables that they know, including for two-digit
numbers times one-digit numbers, using mental
and progressing to formal written methods
(appears also in Mental Methods)

recognise and use factor pairs and
commutativity in mental calculations
(repeated)

count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of
10 for any given number up to
1 000 000
(copied from Number and Place Value)

establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and
recall prime numbers up to 19
recognise and use square numbers and cube
2

numbers, and the notation for squared ( ) and
3

cubed ( )

use common factors to simplify fractions;
use common multiples to express fractions
in the same denomination
(copied from Fractions)
calculate, estimate and compare volume of
cubes and cuboids using standard units,
3

including centimetre cubed (cm ) and cubic
3

metres (m ), and extending to other units
3

3

such as mm and km
(copied from Measures)
use their knowledge of the order of
operations to carry out calculations
involving the four operations

Multiplication and
Division
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Order of
Operations

Multiplication and
Division
Inverse Operations,
Estimating and
Checking Answers
Multiplication and
Division
Problem Solving

solve one-step problems involving
multiplication and division, by
calculating the answer using concrete
objects, pictorial representations and
arrays with the support of the teacher

solve problems involving multiplication
and division, using materials, arrays,
repeated addition, mental methods,
and multiplication and division facts,
including problems in contexts

estimate the answer to a calculation and use
inverse operations to check answers (copied from
Addition and Subtraction)

estimate and use inverse operations to
check answers to a calculation
(copied from Addition and Subtraction)

solve problems, including missing number
problems, involving multiplication and division,
including positive integer scaling problems and
correspondence problems in which n objects are
connected to m objects

solve problems involving multiplying and
adding, including using the distributive law
to multiply two digit numbers by one digit,
integer scaling problems and harder
correspondence problems such as n
objects are connected to m objects

use estimation to check answers to
calculations and determine, in the context
of a problem, levels of accuracy

solve problems involving multiplication and division
including using their knowledge of factors and
multiples, squares and cubes

solve problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division

solve problems involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division and a combination of
these, including understanding the meaning of the
equals sign
solve problems involving multiplication and division,
including scaling by simple fractions and problems
involving simple rates

solve problems involving similar shapes
where the scale factor is known or can be
found
(copied from Ratio and Proportion)

FRACTIONS
Year 1
Number: Fractions
Counting in
fractional steps
Number: Fractions
Recognising
fractions

recognise, find and name a half as one
of two equal parts of an object, shape
or quantity

Year 2
Pupils should count in fractions up to
10, starting from any number and using
the1/2 and 2/4 equivalence on the
number line (Non Statutory Guidance)
recognise, find, name and write
1

1

2

3

fractions / , / , / and / of a length,
3

4

4

4

shape, set of objects or quantity

Year 3
count up and down in tenths

Year 4
count up and down in hundredths

Year 5

Year 6

recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete set
of objects: unit fractions and non-unit fractions
with small denominators

recognise that hundredths arise when
dividing an object by one hundred and
dividing tenths by ten

recognise and use thousandths and relate them
to tenths, hundredths and decimal equivalents
(appears also in Equivalence)

compare and order fractions, including
fractions >1

compare numbers with the same number of
decimal places up to two decimal places

compare and order fractions whose
denominators are all multiples of the same
number
read, write, order and compare numbers with up
to three decimal places

round decimals with one decimal place to
the nearest whole number

round decimals with two decimal places to the
nearest whole number and to one decimal place

solve problems which require answers to
be rounded to specified degrees of
accuracy

recognise that tenths arise from dividing an object
into 10 equal parts and in dividing one – digit
numbers or quantities by 10.
recognise, find and name a quarter as
one of four equal parts of an object,
shape or quantity

Number: Fractions
Comparing
fractions
Number: Fractions
Comparing
decimals
Number: Fractions

recognise and use fractions as numbers: unit
fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators

compare and order unit fractions, and fractions
with the same denominators

Rounding including
decimals
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Number: Fractions

1

write simple fractions e.g. / of 6 = 3
2

Equivalence

2

and recognise the equivalence of /

recognise and show, using diagrams, equivalent
fractions with small denominators

recognise and show, using diagrams, families
of common equivalent fractions

identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a
given fraction, represented visually, including
tenths and hundredths

use common factors to simplify fractions;
use common multiples to express fractions
in the same denomination

recognise and write decimal equivalents of
any number of tenths or hundredths

read and write decimal numbers as fractions (e.g.

associate a fraction with division and
calculate decimal fraction equivalents (e.g.

4

1

and / .
2

71

0.71 = /

)

3

100

0.375) for a simple fraction (e.g. / )
8

recognise and use thousandths and relate them
to tenths, hundredths and decimal equivalents

recognise and write decimal equivalents to
1

1

3

/; /; /
4

Number: Fractions

add and subtract fractions with the same
5

Addition and
subtraction of
fractions

1

6

denominator within one whole (e.g. / + / = / )
7

7

2

4

add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator

recognise the per cent symbol (%) and
understand that per cent relates to “number of
parts per hundred”, and write percentages as a
fraction with denominator 100 as a decimal
fraction
add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator and multiples of the same number

7

recall and use equivalences between
simple fractions, decimals and
percentages, including in different
contexts.
add and subtract fractions with different
denominators and mixed numbers, using
the
concept of equivalent fractions

recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions
and convert from one form to the other and
write mathematical statements > 1 as a mixed
2

4

6

1

number (e.g. / + / = / = 1 / )
5

Number: Fractions

5

5

5

multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by
whole numbers, supported by materials and
diagrams

Multiplication and
division of fractions

multiply simple pairs of proper fractions,
writing the answer in its simplest form (e.g.
1

1

1

/ × / = /)
4

2

8

multiply one-digit numbers with up to two
decimal places by whole numbers

divide proper fractions by whole numbers
1

1

(e.g. / ÷ 2 = / )
3

Number: Fractions
Multiplication and
division of decimals

find the effect of dividing a one- or two-digit
number by 10 and 100, identifying the value
of the digits in the answer as ones, tenths
and hundredths

6

multiply one-digit numbers with up to two
decimal places by whole numbers
multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100
and 1000 where the answers are up to
three decimal places
identify the value of each digit to three
decimal places and multiply and divide
numbers by 10, 100
and 1000 where the answers are up to
three decimal places
associate a fraction with division and
calculate decimal fraction equivalents (e.g.
0.375) for a simple fraction
(e.g. 3/8)
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use written division methods in cases
where the answer has up to two decimal
places

Number: Fractions

solve problems that involve all of the above

Problem Solving

solve problems involving increasingly harder
fractions to calculate quantities, and
fractions to divide quantities, including nonunit fractions where the answer is a whole
number
solve simple measure and money problems
involving fractions and decimals to two
decimal places.

solve problems involving numbers up to three
decimal places

solve problems which require knowing
1

1

percentage and decimal equivalents of / , / ,
2

1

2

4

4

/ , / , / and those with a denominator of a
5

5

5

multiple of 10 or 25

MEASUREMENT
Measurement
Comparing and
Estimating

Measurement
Measuring and
Calculating

Year 1
compare, describe and solve practical
problems for:
* lengths and heights [e.g.
long/short, longer/shorter,
tall/short, double/half]
* mass/weight [e.g. heavy/light,
heavier than, lighter than]
* capacity and volume [e.g.
full/empty, more than, less than,
half, half full, quarter]
* time [e.g. quicker, slower, earlier,
later]

Year 2
compare and order lengths, mass,
volume/capacity and record the results
using >, < and =

sequence events in chronological order
using language [e.g. before and after,
next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow,
morning, afternoon and evening]

compare and sequence intervals of
time

measure and begin to record the
following:
* lengths and heights
* mass/weight
* capacity and volume
* time (hours, minutes, seconds)

Year 3

Year 4
estimate, compare and calculate different
measures, including money in pounds and
pence
(also included in Measuring)

Year 5
calculate and compare the area of squares and
rectangles including using standard units, square
2

2

centimetres (cm ) and square metres (m ) and
estimate the area of irregular shapes (also
included in measuring)

Year 6
calculate, estimate and compare volume of
cubes and cuboids using standard units,
3

including centimetre cubed (cm ) and cubic
3

metres (m ), and extending to other units
3

3

such as mm and km .

3

estimate volume (e.g. using 1 cm blocks to build
cubes and cuboids) and capacity (e.g. using
water)

choose and use appropriate standard
units to estimate and measure
length/height in any direction (m/cm);
mass (kg/g); temperature (°C); capacity
(litres/ml) to the nearest appropriate
unit, using rulers, scales, thermometers
and measuring vessels

compare durations of events, for example to
calculate the time taken by particular events or
tasks
estimate and read time with increasing accuracy to
the nearest minute; record and compare time in
terms of seconds, minutes, hours and o’clock; use
vocabulary such as a.m./p.m., morning, afternoon,
noon and midnight (appears also in Telling the
Time)
measure, compare, add and subtract: lengths
(m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g); volume/capacity (l/ml)

measure the perimeter of simple 2-D shapes

estimate, compare and calculate different
measures, including money in pounds and
pence
(appears also in Comparing)

use all four operations to solve problems
involving measure (e.g. length, mass, volume,
money) using decimal notation including scaling.

solve problems involving the calculation
and conversion of units of measure, using
decimal notation up to three decimal
places where appropriate
(appears also in Converting)

measure and calculate the perimeter of a
rectilinear figure (including squares) in
centimetres and metres

measure and calculate the perimeter of
composite rectilinear shapes in centimetres and
metres

recognise that shapes with the same areas
can have different perimeters and vice
versa
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Measurement
Measuring and
Calculating

recognise and know the value of
different denominations of coins and
notes

recognise and use symbols for pounds
(£) and pence (p); combine amounts to
make a particular value

add and subtract amounts of money to give
change, using both £ and p in practical contexts

find different combinations of coins
that equal the same amounts of money
solve simple problems in a practical
context involving addition and
subtraction of money of the same unit,
including giving change
find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting
squares

calculate and compare the area of squares and
rectangles including using standard units,

calculate the area of parallelograms and
triangles

2

square centimetres (cm ) and square metres
2

(m ) and estimate the area of irregular shapes
recognise and use square numbers and cube
2

numbers, and the notation for squared ( ) and
3

cubed ( )
(copied from Multiplication and Division)

calculate, estimate and compare volume of
cubes and cuboids using standard units,
3

including cubic centimetres (cm ) and
3

cubic metres (m ), and extending to other
3

3

units [e.g. mm and km ].

recognise when it is possible to use
formulae for area and volume of shapes

Measurement
Telling the Time

tell the time to the hour and half past
the hour and draw the hands on a clock
face to show these times.
recognise and use language relating to
dates, including days of the week,
weeks, months and years

Measurement
Converting

tell and write the time to five minutes,
including quarter past/to the hour and
draw the hands on a clock face to show
these times.
know the number of minutes in an hour
and the number of hours in a day.
(appears also in Converting)

know the number of minutes in an hour
and the number of hours in a day.
(appears also in Telling the Time)

tell and write the time from an analogue clock,
including using Roman numerals from I to XII, and
12-hour and 24-hour clocks

read, write and convert time between
analogue and digital 12 and 24-hour clocks
(appears also in Converting)

estimate and read
time with increasing accuracy to the nearest
minute; record and compare time in terms of
seconds, minutes, hours and o’clock; use
vocabulary such as a.m./p.m., morning, afternoon,
noon and midnight
(appears also in Comparing and Estimating)

know the number of seconds in a minute and the
number of days in each month, year and leap year

solve problems involving converting from
hours to minutes; minutes to seconds; years to
months; weeks to days
(appears also in Converting)
convert between different units of measure
(e.g. kilometre to metre; hour to minute)

solve problems involving converting between
units of time

read, write and convert time between
analogue and digital 12 and 24-hour clocks
(appears also in Converting)

solve problems involving converting between
units of time

convert between different units of metric
measure (e.g. kilometre and metre; centimetre
and metre; centimetre and millimetre; gram and
kilogram; litre and millilitre)
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solve problems involving converting from
hours to minutes; minutes to seconds; years to
months; weeks to days
(appears also in Telling the Time)

understand and use equivalences between
metric units and common imperial units such as
inches, pounds and pints

convert between miles and kilometres

GEOMETRY: IDENTIFYING SHAPES AND THIER PROPERTIES
Geometry:
Properties of
shape
Identifying shapes
and their properies

Year 1
recognise and name common 2-D and
3-D shapes, including:
* 2-D shapes [e.g. rectangles
(including squares), circles and
triangles]
* 3-D shapes [e.g. cuboids (including
cubes), pyramids and spheres].

Year 2
identify and describe the properties of 2D shapes, including the number of sides
and line symmetry in a vertical line

Year 3

Year 4
identify lines of symmetry in 2-D shapes
presented in different orientations

Year 5
identify 3-D shapes, including cubes and other
cuboids, from 2-D representations

identify and describe the properties of 3D shapes, including the number of edges,
vertices and faces

Year 6
recognise, describe and build simple 3-D
shapes, including making nets
(appears also in Drawing and
Constructing)
illustrate and name parts of circles,
including radius, diameter and
circumference and know that the
diameter is twice the radius

identify 2-D shapes on the surface of 3-D
shapes, [for example, a circle on a
cylinder and a triangle on a pyramid]
Geometry:
Properties of
shape

draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using
modelling materials; recognise 3-D shapes in
different orientations and describe them

complete a simple symmetric figure with
respect to a specific line of symmetry

draw given angles, and measure them in degrees
o

()

Drawing and
constructing

Geometry:
Properties of
shape

draw 2-D shapes using given dimensions
and angles

recognise, describe and build simple 3-D
shapes, including making nets (appears
also in Identifying Shapes and Their
Properties)

compare and sort common 2-D and 3-D
shapes and everyday objects

compare and classify geometric shapes,
including quadrilaterals and triangles, based on
their properties and sizes

use the properties of rectangles to deduce
related facts and find missing lengths and angles

compare and classify geometric shapes
based on their properties and sizes and
find unknown angles in any triangles,
quadrilaterals, and regular polygons

Comparing and
classifying

distinguish between regular and irregular
polygons based on reasoning about equal sides
and angles

Geometry:
Properties of
shape
Angles

recognise angles as a property of shape or a
description of a turn
identify right angles, recognise that two right
angles make a half-turn, three make three
quarters of a turn and four a complete turn;
identify whether angles are greater than or less
than a right angle

identify acute and obtuse angles and compare
and order angles up to two right angles by size

know angles are measured in degrees: estimate
and compare acute, obtuse and reflex angles
identify:
* angles at a point and one whole turn (total
o

360 )
* angles at a point on a straight line and ½ a
o

turn (total 180 )
* other multiples of 90
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identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of
perpendicular and parallel lines

GEOMETRY: POSITION, DIRECTION AND MOVEMENT
Geometry:
Position, Direction
and Movement

Year 1
describe position, direction and
movement, including half, quarter and
three-quarter turns.

Year 2
use mathematical vocabulary to describe
position, direction and movement
including movement in a straight line and
distinguishing between rotation as a turn
and in terms of right angles for quarter,
half and three-quarter turns (clockwise
and
anti-clockwise)

Year 3

Year 4
describe positions on a
2-D grid as coordinates in the first quadrant

Year 5
identify, describe and represent the position of a
shape following a reflection or translation, using
the appropriate language, and know that the
shape has not changed

describe movements between positions as
translations of a given unit to the left/right and
up/down

Year 6
describe positions on the full coordinate
grid (all four quadrants)

draw and translate simple shapes on the
coordinate plane, and reflect them in the
axes.

plot specified points and draw sides to
complete a given polygon
Geometry:
Position, Direction
and Movement

order and arrange combinations of
mathematical objects in patterns and
sequences

Pattern

Statistics
Year 1
Statistics
Interpreting,
Constructing and
Presenting Data

Year 2
interpret and construct simple
pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams
and simple tables

Year 3
interpret and present data using bar charts,
pictograms and tables

Year 4
interpret and present discrete and continuous
data using appropriate graphical methods,
including bar charts and time graphs

Year 5
complete, read and interpret information in
tables, including timetables

Year 6
interpret and construct pie charts and
line graphs and use these to solve
problems

solve one-step and two-step questions [e.g. ‘How
many more?’ and ‘How many fewer?’] using
information presented in scaled bar charts and
pictograms and tables.

solve comparison, sum and difference
problems using information presented in bar
charts, pictograms, tables and other graphs.

solve comparison, sum and difference problems
using information presented in a line graph

calculate and interpret the mean as an
average

Year 5
use the properties of rectangles to deduce
related facts and find missing lengths and angles
(copied from Geometry: Properties of Shapes)

Year 6
express missing number problems
algebraically

ask and answer simple questions by
counting the number of objects in each
category and sorting the categories by
quantity
ask and answer questions about totalling
and comparing categorical data

Statistics
Solving Problems

Algebra
Algebra
Equations

Year 1
solve one-step problems that involve
addition and subtraction, using
concrete objects and pictorial
representations, and missing number
problems such as

Year 2
recognise and use the inverse relationship
between addition and subtraction and
use this to check calculations and missing
number problems.
(copied from Addition and Subtraction)

Year 3
solve problems, including missing number
problems, using number facts, place value, and
more complex addition and subtraction. (copied
from Addition and Subtraction)

Year 4
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7=-9
(copied from Addition and Subtraction)

solve problems, including missing number
problems, involving multiplication and division,
including integer scaling
(copied from
Multiplication and Division)
recall and use addition and subtraction
facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use
related facts up to 100
(copied from Addition and Subtraction)

find pairs of numbers that satisfy number
sentences involving two unknowns

represent and use number bonds and
related subtraction facts within 20
(copied from Addition and Subtraction)

enumerate all possibilities of
combinations of two variables

Algebra

Perimeter can be expressed algebraically as 2(a
+ b) where a and b are the dimensions in the
same unit.
(Copied from NSG measurement)

Formulae

Algebra

Sequences

sequence events in chronological order
using language such as: before and
after, next, first, today, yesterday,
tomorrow, morning, afternoon and
evening
(copied from Measurement)

compare and sequence intervals of time
(copied from Measurement)

use simple formulae
recognise when it is possible to use
formulae for area and volume of shapes
(copied from Measurement)

generate and describe linear number
sequences

Ratio and Proportion
Year 6
solve problems involving the relative
sizes of two quantities where missing
values can be found by using integer
multiplication and division facts
solve problems involving the calculation
of percentages [for example, of
measures, and such as 15% of 360] and
the use of percentages for comparison
solve problems involving similar shapes
where the scale factor is known or can be
found
solve problems involving unequal sharing
and grouping using knowledge of
fractions and multiples.

Ratio and
Proportion
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Progression of skills in Computing

Programming and
Problem solving

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Pupils will be able to:
1. Move a programmable toy
in different directions, by
giving and following
instructions
2. combine commands to
follow a route
3. explore outcomes when a
instructions are given in
different orders
4. explain what an algorithm
is
5. describe and write
algorithms to complete
specific tasks
6. describe how non-digital
algorithms be used, e.g. a set
of instructions in maths or
literacy for a specific purpose
Programme/Recourses: Bee-Bots

Pupils will be able to:
1. plan out and enter a
sequence of commands to
carry out specific tasks
2. reorder a sequence of
instructions and correct
errors in programs (debug)
3. problem solve and correct
errors to achieve the
outcome correctly
4. test and correct a set of
give instructions
5. explain what a program is
6. predict the outcome of a
program
Programme/Recourses:
Scratch

Pupils will be able to:
1. Refine a program by using
the repeat command
2. Create a procedure (group
of commands) to do a
specific task, draw a
specific shape
3. Solve problems by breaking
them into smaller parts
4. use programming software
/ apps to create procedures
and use within a longer
program
5. plan out program and
break into smaller steps
when tackling the structure,
incorporating procedures
Programme/Recourses:
Scratch

Pupils will be able to:
Pupils will be able to:
1. use if…then command
1. plan and test my algorithms
within a series of
and programs, detecting
instructions
and correcting errors as
2. test existing programs to
needed
see how they could be
2. use variables in programs
improved
3. design and write a program
3. investigate existing
that controls or simulates
programs, evaluating them
physical systems and sensors
and consider how they
e.g. the light goes on when
could be improved
the light level drops, or the
4. write a program for a specific
alarm goes off when a burglar
purpose, incorporating
opens the door
features such as inputs,
Programme/Recourses:
repetition and procedures
5. Design and write a program
/ game / animation for a
given purpose including
specific programming
features

Year 6
Pupils will be able to:
1. design and create a game,
app and / or model,
incorporating variables and
different forms of input and
output
2. test, debug and modify a
program to improve it
Programme/Recourses: Ipads

Programme/Recourses:
Scratch
Digital Literacy
and Research

Pupils will be able to:

Pupils will be able to:

Pupils will be able to:

Pupils will be able to:

Pupils will be able to:

Using Word Processor or
PowerPoint:
1. use letters, basic
punctuation, spacebar and
enter key to type words
and sentences quickly
2. use backspace to make
corrections
3. use shift key for
punctuation
Using the internet to research:
1. explore a website using
buttons, menus and
hyperlinks
2. use the ‘back’ button
3. read words, look at
pictures and watch videos
on a website to find
information

Using Word Processor or
PowerPoint:
1. edit and improve my work
by changing, adding or
removing words
2. change the font size, colour
and style to change my
work
Using the internet to research:

Using Word Processor or
PowerPoint:

Using Word Processor or
PowerPoint:
1. use different layouts and
effects (such as text box,
columns, tables,
justification, borders,
background colour) to
refine and improve my work
2. add a background colour to
improve my work
3. add slide transitions and
animation effects
Using the internet to research:
1. use more complex search
criteria to narrow down my
search
2. know that not all websites
are accurate and can check
information using a
different site

Using Word Processor or
PowerPoint:

1.
2.
3.

4.

1. use cut, copy and paste
to reorder content

2. use and resize graphics
within my work
3. use spell check to aid my
writing
4. type text and insert images
find out facts by
onto pages
navigating websites
5. add text effects and move
know each website has a
items around to find the
unique address
best layout
navigate to a website via
Using the internet to research:
favourites and typing in
1. type in a URL to find a
address
website
know not all the information 2. search online for images
found on the internet will be
and information safely
accurate or useful
3. how to talk about the

reliability of information
on the internet

Pupils will be able to:

Using Word Processor or
PowerPoint:
1. discuss and evaluate
1. develop consistency
documents, and make
across the document
amendments as needed
2. add multimedia elements,
2.
create a consistent design for
e.g. sounds, animation
presentation, and present to
3. trigger animations or link to
others
other slides when objects are
Using
the internet to research:
pressed
Using the internet to research: 1. understand how computer
networks work, including
1. know the information found
the internet
on some sites will be
2.
understand the difference
biased
between the internet and
2. know that images and text
an internet service, e.g. the
found on websites is
world wide web, VOIP
subject to copyright
3. know how to credit the use of 3. use search engines
effectively, and I know how
websites in my work, and
search results are selected
why this should be done
and ranked
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5. use a search engine to find
facts using key word
search

Pupils will know:
1. how to present the
information and share it
with others
2. how to send and reply to
online messages, such as
email, respectfully
3. how to add and open
attachments
4. why we need to keep
passwords safe and secure
5. how to talk about the
reliability of information on
the internet
6. know not to open messages
and attachments from
strangers
7. what to do if they come
across inappropriate content
“If in doubt, click out”

3. make notes from
information found on
websites to present my
findings
4. know what plagiarism is and
when I can use the work of
others
Pupils will know:
1. how and why you need to
keep personal information
private
2. to display yourself
appropriately online, e.g.
avatar, code name
3. how to act appropriately &
respectfully online
4. how to deal with
cyberbullying
5. know what plagiarism is and
when I can use the work of
others
6. what to do if they come
across inappropriate content
“If in doubt, click out”

E-Safety

Pupils will know:
1. that they need to follow
rules to keep safe online
2. what private information is
and that they shouldn’t
share it online
3. what to do if they come
across inappropriate
content “If in doubt, click
out”

Pupils will know:
1. what to do if I find
something inappropriate
online, & where to go for
help know how to stay safe
by going to appropriate
websites
2. that the messages or
images I put online leaves
a trail
3. how to behave safely and
respectfully online
4. what to do if they come
across inappropriate content
“If in doubt, click out”

Using IT beyond
Across the
curriculum /
Creating content

Taking photos and reviewing
them

Using word to make a poster –
insert text and a picture

Using Publisher to make a
booklet or leaflet

Using PowerPoint to make a
presentation

Using a paint programme – click
and drag

Make a video review

Research safely & reliably online

Send and receive email

Pupils will know:
1. that information I put online
leaves a trail, or digital
footprint
2. how and why to create
secure passwords for
online accounts
3. what spam is, and how to
deal with it
4. know the information found
on some sites will be
biased
5. know that images and text
found on websites is
subject to copyright
6. know the information found
on some sites will be
biased
7. different ways of reporting
concerns about content

Pupils will know:
1. that information I put online
leaves a trail, or digital
footprint
2. how and why to create
secure passwords for
online accounts
3. what spam is, and how to
deal with it
4. that some websites have
age restrictions, and why
these might be in place
5. how to describe the
opportunities computer
networks and the internet
offer for communication
and collaboration
6. know that images and text
found on websites is
subject to copyright
7. the different ways to report
concerns about content &
contact

Using Excel to make a
chart/graph using data collected
through research

Make a video advert

Record a podcast
Make a soundtrack
Collect data
Mapping using Bee-Bots
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Progression of skills in Science
Year 1
Plants

•

Identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of
common flowering plants,
including trees.

•

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

•

Identifying and classifying

Gathering and recording data to help
in answering questions.

Year 2

Observe and describe how
seeds and bulbs grow into
mature plants
 Find out and describe how
plants need water, light and a
suitable temperature to grow
and stay healthy

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Describe the simple functions of
the basic parts of the digestive
system in humans

Describe the changes as humans
develop to old age

Identify and name the main
parts of the human circulatory
system, and describe the
functions of the heart, blood
vessels and blood

Identify and describe the
functions of different parts of
flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers
 Explore the requirements of
plants for life and growth (air,
light, water, nutrients from soil,
and room to grow) and how
they vary from plant to plant
 Investigate the way in which
water is transported within
plants
 Explore the part that flowers
play in the life cycle of flowering
plants, including pollination,
seed formation and seed
dispersal

Animals including
humans

•

Identify, name, draw and label the
basic parts of the human body and
say which part of the body is
associated with each sense.

•

Describe and compare the
structure of a variety of common
animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals, including pets)

•

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

•

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Understand that animals,
including humans, have
offspring which grow into
adults
 Describe the basic needs of
animals, including humans, for
survival (water, food and air)
 Describe the importance for
humans of exercise, eating the
right amounts of different
types of food, and hygiene

Identify that animals, including
humans, need the right types
and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their
own food; they get nutrition
from what they eat
 Identify that humans and
some other animals have
skeletons and muscles for
support, protection and
movement

 Identify the different types of
teeth in humans and their simple
functions

•

Describe the differences in the
life cycles of a mammal, an
amphibian, an insect and a
bird

 Construct and interpret a
variety of food chains, identifying
producers, predators and prey.
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Everyday
Materials / rocks

Describe the simple physical
properties of a variety of
everyday materials
•

Seasonal changes

Compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials on
the basis of their simple
physical properties.

•

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

•

Identifying and classifying

•

Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

•

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

•

Gathering and recording data to
help in answering questions.

•

Performing simple tests

•

Distinguish between an object
and the material from which it
is made

•

Identify and name a variety of
everyday materials, including
wood, plastic, glass, metal,
water, and rock

•

Observe changes across the
four seasons

•

Observe and describe weather
associated with the seasons and
how day length varies.

•

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

•

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

•

Gathering and recording data
to help in answering questions.

•

Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Identify and compare the
suitability of a variety of
everyday materials, including
wood, metal, plastic, glass,
brick, rock, paper and
cardboard for particular uses
 Describe how the shapes of
solid objects made from some
materials can be changed by
squashing, bending, twisting
and stretching

Compare and group together
different kinds of rocks on the
basis of their appearance and
simple physical properties
 Describe in simple terms how
fossils are formed when things
that have lived are trapped
within rock
 Recognise that soils are made
from rocks and organic matter

 Compare and group together
everyday materials on the basis of
their properties, including their
hardness, solubility, transparency,
conductivity (electrical and
thermal), and response to magnets
 Recognise that some materials will
dissolve in liquid to form a solution,
and describe how to recover a
substance from a solution 
Use knowledge of solids, liquids and
gases to decide how mixtures might
be separated, including through
filtering, sieving and evaporating
 Give reasons, based on evidence
from comparative and fair tests, for
the particular uses of everyday
materials, including metals, wood
and plastic  Demonstrate that
dissolving, mixing and changes of
state are reversible changes 
Explain that some changes result in
the formation of new materials, and
that this kind of change is not
usually reversible, including changes
associated with burning
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Living things &
their habitats

Explore and compare the
differences between things
that are living, dead, and
things that have never been
alive

Recognise that living things can
be grouped in a variety of ways
 Explore and use classification
keys to help group, identify and
name a variety of living things in
their local and wider
environment

 Identify that most living
things live in habitats to which
they are suited and describe
how different habitats provide
for the basic needs of
different kinds of animals and
plants, and how they depend
on each other

Describe the differences in the life
cycles of a mammal, an amphibian,
an insect and a bird
 Describe the life process of
reproduction in some plants and
animals

 Recognise that environments
can change and that this can
sometimes pose dangers and
have an impact on living things

Describe how living things are
classified into broad groups
according to common
observable characteristics and
based on similarities and
differences, including microorganisms, plants and animals
 Give reasons for classifying
plants and animals based on
specific characteristics

 Identify and name a variety
of plants and animals in their
habitats, including microhabitats
 Describe how animals
obtain their food from plants
and other animals, using the
idea of a simple food chain,
and identify and name
different sources of food
Light/sound

 Recognise that he/she needs
light in order to see things and
that dark is the absence of light
 Notice that light is reflected
from surfaces  Recognise that
light from the sun can be
dangerous and that there are
ways to protect eyes
 Recognise that light from the
sun can be dangerous and that
there are ways to protect eyes
 Find patterns in the way that
the size of shadows change

 Identify how sounds are made,
associating some of them with
something vibrating
 Recognise that vibrations from
sounds travel through a medium
to the ear
 Find patterns between the pitch
of a sound and features of the
object that produced it
 Find patterns between the
volume of a sound and the
strength of the vibrations that
produced it
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 Recognise that light appears
to travel in straight lines
 Use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to
explain that objects are seen
because they give out or
reflect light into the eye
 Explain that we see things
because light travels from light
sources to our eyes or from
light sources to objects and
then to our eyes
 Use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to
explain why shadows have the
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 Recognise that sounds get
fainter as the distance from the
sound source increases

Forces & magnets

 Compare how things move on
different surfaces

 Explain that unsupported objects
fall towards the Earth because of
the force of gravity acting between
the Earth and the falling object

 Notice that some forces need
contact between two objects,
but magnetic forces can act at a
distance

 Identify the effects of air
resistance, water resistance and
friction, that act between moving
surfaces

 Compare and group together
a variety of everyday materials
on the basis of whether they
are attracted to a magnet, and
identify some magnetic
materials

 Recognise that some
mechanisms, including levers,
pulleys and gears, allow a smaller
force to have a greater effect

 Describe magnets as having
two poles Predict whether two
magnets will attract or repel
each other, depending on which
poles are facing

States of matter

same shape as the objects
that cast them

 Describe the differences in the life
cycles of a mammal, an amphibian,
an insect and a bird
 Describe the life process of
reproduction in some plants and
animals
Compare and group materials
together, according to whether
they are solids, liquids or gases 
Observe that some materials
change state when they are
heated or cooled, and measure or
research the temperature at
which this happens in degrees
Celsius (°C)

Use knowledge of solids, liquids and
gases to decide how mixtures might
be separated, including through
filtering, sieving and evaporating 
Give reasons, based on evidence
from comparative and fair tests, for
the particular uses of everyday
materials, including metals, wood
and plastic

 Identify the part played by
evaporation and condensation in
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the water cycle and associate the
rate of evaporation with
temperature

 Demonstrate that dissolving,
mixing and changes of state are
reversible changes
 Explain that some changes result
in the formation of new materials,
and that this kind of change is not
usually reversible, including changes
associated with burning (part of
material topic)

Electricity

Identify common appliances that
run on electricity

Recognise that light appears
to travel in straight lines

 Construct a simple series
electrical circuit, identifying and
naming its basic parts, including
cells, wires, bulbs, switches and
buzzers

 Use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to
explain that objects are seen
because they give out or
reflect light into the eye

Identify whether or not a lamp
will light in a simple series circuit,
based on whether or not the
lamp is part of a complete loop
with a battery

 Explain that we see things
because light travels from light
sources to our eyes or from
light sources to objects and
then to our eyes

 Recognise that a switch opens
and closes a circuit and associate
this with whether or not a lamp
lights in a simple series circuit

 Use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to
explain why shadows have the
same shape as the objects
that cast them

 Recognise some common
conductors and insulators, and
associate metals with being good
conductors
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Earth & space

Describe the movement of the
Earth, and other planets, relative to
the Sun in the solar system
 Describe the movement of the
Moon relative to the Earth
 Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon
as approximately spherical bodies
 Use the idea of the Earth's
rotation to explain day and night
and the apparent movement of the
sun across the sky

Evolution &
inheritance

Recognise that living things
have changed over time and
that fossils provide
information about living things
that inhabited the Earth
millions of years ago
 Recognise that living things
produce offspring of the same
kind, but normally offspring
vary and are not identical to
their parents
 Identify how animals and
plants are adapted to suit
their environment in different
ways and that adaptation may
lead to evolution
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Working scientifically

Asking questions

Measuring and recording

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Pupils should be taught
to:  ask simple questions
and recognise that they
can be answered in
different ways

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:  ask relevant
questions and use
different types of
scientific enquiries to
answer them  set up
simple practical enquiries,
comparative and fair tests

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:  plan different types
of scientific enquiries to
answer questions,
including recognising and
controlling variables
where necessary

Pupils should be taught
to:  plan different types
of scientific enquiries to
answer questions,
including recognising and
controlling variables
where necessary

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

 observe closely, using
simple equipment

 observe closely, using
simple equipment 
perform simple tests 
gather and record data to
help in answering
questions

 make systematic and
careful observations and,
where appropriate, take
accurate measurements
using standard units,
using a range of
equipment, including
thermometers and data
loggers

 make systematic and
careful observations and,
where appropriate, take
accurate measurements
using standard units,
using a range of
equipment, including
thermometers and data
loggers

 take measurements,
using a range of scientific
equipment, with
increasing accuracy and
precision, taking repeat
readings when
appropriate

 take measurements,
using a range of scientific
equipment, with
increasing accuracy and
precision, taking repeat
readings when
appropriate

 record findings using
simple scientific language,
drawings, labelled
diagrams, keys, bar
charts, and tables

 record findings using
simple scientific language,
drawings, labelled
diagrams, keys, bar
charts, and tables

 record data and results
of increasing complexity
using scientific diagrams
and labels, classification
keys, tables, scatter
graphs, bar and line
graphs

 record data and results
of increasing complexity
using scientific diagrams
and labels, classification
keys, tables, scatter
graphs, bar and line
graphs

 gather, record, classify
and present data in a
variety of ways to help in
answering questions

 gather, record, classify
and present data in a
variety of ways to help in
answering questions

 perform simple tests
 gather and record data
to help in answering
questions

Concluding

 ask simple questions
and recognise that they
can be answered in
different ways

 ask relevant questions
and use different types of
scientific enquiries to
answer them  set up
simple practical enquiries,
comparative and fair tests

Pupils should be taught
to:  identify and classify

Pupils should be taught
to:  identify and classify

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

 use their observations
and ideas to suggest
answers to questions

 use their observations
and ideas to suggest
answers to questions

 identify differences,
similarities or changes
related to simple scientific
ideas and processes

 identify differences,
similarities or changes
related to simple scientific
ideas and processes

 identify scientific
evidence that has been
used to support or refute
ideas or arguments

 identify scientific
evidence that has been
used to support or refute
ideas or arguments
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Evaluating

 report on findings from
enquiries, including oral
and written explanations,
displays or presentations
of results and conclusions
 use straightforward
scientific evidence to
answer questions or to
support their findings

 report on findings from
enquiries, including oral
and written explanations,
displays or presentations
of results and conclusions
 use straightforward
scientific evidence to
answer questions or to
support their findings

 report and present
findings from enquiries,
including conclusions,
causal relationships and
explanations of and
degree of trust in results,
in oral and written forms
such as displays and other
presentations

 report and present
findings from enquiries,
including conclusions,
causal relationships and
explanations of and
degree of trust in results,
in oral and written forms
such as displays and other
presentations

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

Pupils should be taught
to:

 use results to draw
simple conclusions, make
predictions for new
values, suggest
improvements and raise
further questions

 use results to draw
simple conclusions, make
predictions for new
values, suggest
improvements and raise
further questions

 use test results to make
predictions to set up
further comparative and
fair tests

 use test results to make
predictions to set up
further comparative and
fair tests
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Progression of skills in RE Nursery & Reception

Developing
knowledge &
Understanding

Nursery

Reception

Children sing songs; make music and dance Teacher’s Book p. 20 Song: ‘There is someone who loves me’
by Bernadette Farrell CD Share the Light Children sing and dance to the song

Children listen to and talk about religious stories and respond to what they hear with relevant
comments. R1.1 God’s World Teacher’s Book page 9 Adult led focus activity: Power Point presentation:
‘God made the world’

Loss and finding of Jesus TB pp. 46 Adult led focus activity Teacher’s Book p. 47 Put actions to song:

Children sing songs; make music and dance to express the joy of the Resurrection. Module N5.2 Jesus is
Alive Preparation: ALFA (2) ‘Jesus appears to the disciples’ & questions pp. 86-87 ALFA (1) & questions p.
87 • Task: Children use the song: ‘Sing for Joy’ to express their joy in dance and song. • Role-play the
story

2.3 The Birth of Jesus. Adult led focus activity pages 39-40 Children hear about the birth of the baby
Jesus. Suggestions for questions, page 39 Children listen to the audio recording and ask and respond to
further questions, page 40

2.4 The Shepherds visit Jesus Adult led focus activity pages 43-44 Children recall what they know about
the birth of Jesus. They listen and talk about the angels appearing to the shepherds. Children listen to the
audio recording and ask and respond to further questions, page 44

Children listen, talk about and role play similarities and differences in relation to what they have read
or heard about family. N2.1 Our Family Teacher’s Book pages 24-25
R2Children read and understand simple sentences about the birth of Jesus from scripture and their own
religious stories.
Listen, talk about and role-play similarities and differences between themselves and others, and among
families, church communities and scripture stories. Module N6.2 Our Church Family Children listen to the
‘Story of the First Christians’ and answer questions (TB page 105). ALFA: ‘How is Jesus with us now?’ (TB
page 108-110) Story of Mrs Brown’s class second visit to the church & questions on it.

R3.1 Getting to know Jesus Video: ‘When Jesus was a little boy’ & questions

R3.1 Loss & Finding of Jesus in the Temple
Children listen to and talk about religious stories and respond to what they hear with relevant
comments. N2.2 The Angel came to Mary Teacher’s Book pages 28-29
Adult led focus activity page 29 The Angel comes to see Mary

Teacher’s Book page 53 R3.2 Jesus chooses Disciples

An Angel came from Heaven (CD S&S) Children sing and dance to the song.
Teacher’s Book page 63 R3.4 Jesus works a miracle ALFA: Cure of the man at the pool
N2.3 The Birth of Jesus Teacher’s Book page 32 Story & Questions
Module R4.1 Sorrow & Joy Parable of the unforgiving debtor
N2.4 Visit of the Shepherds Teacher’s Book pp 36-37 Story & questions
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When Jesus was a little boy Video on DVD ROM Adult led focus activity Teacher’s Book p. 43

Children listen, talk about & role-play how people behave in the … universal Church community. Module
R6.1 – Our Church Family Children listen to the story of the first Christians (TB p. 117 also ALFA p. 117)
Show the PPP ‘The First Christians’ and follow up in Areas of Learning page 119.

Module N4.2 Helping Others Read the story ‘Jesus heals the blind man’ (TB pp. 66-67 Ask the questions
on page 67.
Children listen, talk about religious signs & symbols used in worship including the celebration of the
Sacrament of Baptism Module R6.4 – Sacrament of Baptism ALFA: • Show the PPP, ‘David is baptised’.
Listen, talk about religious signs and symbols used in worship. Module N6.3 Our Parish Church *** •
ALFA: Preparing to visit the church – page 112 • ALFA: Children visit the church – text on p. 113
Use a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and
function to express religious stories. R1.2 Caring for God’s world Expressive arts and design [EA0)
Children represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings about the visit of the angel Gabriel to Mary
through design and technology, art music, dance and role play. Teacher’s Book page30 Child initiated
activities Song: An Angel came from Heaven (CD S&S) Make wings, telephones, good news messages,
construction materials, pictures of Annunciation, etc.

Children use a variety of material, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture,
form and function to express the story of the birth of Jesus. Teacher’s Book page37 Child initiated
activities Christmas concert Christmas decorations: making cards, stars, nativity scenes, decorating
candles, etc.

Answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experience and in response to religious stories and
events Loss and finding of Jesus TB pp. 46

Listen and talk about key figures in the history of the People of God. Decode key religious words.
Module N4.4 A Sad and Happy Time a) ALFA (2) The story of how Peter let Jesus down and questions pages 75-76 Also b) ALFA hearing how Jesus rose from the dead. c) Decode ‘Good Friday’ and ‘Easter
Sunday’

Children develop their own narratives and explanations of the Resurrection by connecting ideas or
events to the scripture source used. Module N5.1 New Life When children have heard the accounts of
‘Jesus is Alive’ (TB p. 81) and ‘Jesus appears to the disciples’ then: Use the PPP ‘The Resurrection’ for
children to retell these stories.

R2.2 Advent Adult led focus activity pages 35-36 Making an Advent wreath with children. Adult led focus
activity p. 36 Show Power Point presentation ‘Advent’ to deepen the children’s understanding of ways to
prepare for the birthday of Jesus.

Children represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings about religious stories through design and
technology, art, music, dance and role play. R1.3 God loves us Adult led focus activity TB page 21-22
Psalm 139 adapted Explore meaning through actions and dance Song: Jesus’ love is very wonderful - page
23 Areas of Learning Physical development

R2:Learn the song: ‘An Angel came from Heaven’ Create a dance to express what happened.

R3.2 Jesus chooses disciples ALDA Listen to the story ‘Jesus & Peter go fishing’ and ask suggested
questions. Then do: ALDA: learn song, ‘Fishing for People’, make music and dance to it.

Module R4.2 Saying Sorry Zacchaeus Listen to the story, answer questions on it. Sing the song and express
the story in dance.
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Module R5.1 – Jesus is Alive • Children sing the song: ‘I am here with you’ • Create a joyful dance • Make
an Easter garden • Make pictures of angels to colour

Read and understand simple sentences using phrases or words which can be read by themselves and
others. Module R5.2 – The road to Emmaus Children watch the Power Point presentation and try to read
some of the sentences. Also, they respond to the questions to show their understanding of what
happened.

Children listen, talk about and role play similarities and differences in relation to themselves and others.
R1.4 God made us special TB p. 26 Adult led focus activity – March to music Use this activity to illustrate
that we have some things in common and others different. Song & actions : There is no one else like me.
TB p. 26 (Continued on next slide) Teacher’s Book page 27 Adult led focus activity – Circle time Adult led
focus activity Help children to understand that God has made each one of us special. Everything about us
is special

Module R5.1 – Jesus is Alive

Children listen and talk about key figures in the history of the People of God. R2.1 The Angel came to
Mary TB p. 32 Adult led focus activity (2) Share the story of the angel Gabriel coming to Mary

Module R4.3 - Jesus and Peter Peter lets Jesus down [Teacher’s Book pages 82-83] • Children listen to the
account of what happened. • Respond to questions on page 83 • Study the picture of Peter saying he
didn’t know Jesus. • Respond to questions on how they think Peter felt at

R2Children write simple sentences about the birth of Jesus using phrases or words which can be read by
themselves and others.

Children listen and talk about religious signs and symbols used in worship. Advent TB page 37
Children listen, talk about religious signs & symbols used in worship Module R6.2 – Visit to a Church •
Story: Mrs Stone’s class go to church (TB pp. 122- 123) • Prepare children for visit to church (TB p. 124) •
Visit to the church
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Children develop their own narratives and explanations of the birth of Jesus by connecting ideas or
events to the scripture source used.

Making Links and
Connections
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Religious and
Specialist
Vocabulary

Children use religious words appropriate to their age and stage of development. Teacher’s Book pages
33-34 Suggestions for follow up in areas of learning Children use Nativity characters to assemble and talk
through the story. See activity with speech bubbles page 34.

Children use key religious words appropriate to their age and stage of development. Teacher’s Book
page 33 Children learn the first part of the ‘Hail Mary’. They know when these words were first spoken
and by whom.

Listen and talk about key figures in the history of the People of God. Decode key religious words. Module
N4.4 A Sad and Happy Time a) ALFA (2) The story of how Peter let Jesus down and questions -pages 75-76
Also b) ALFA hearing how Jesus rose from the dead. c) Decode ‘Good Friday’ and ‘Easter Sunday’

They decode key words: Good Friday & Easter

Mary, mother of God and our mother Remind the children that Jesus is God and Mary is His Mother.
Mary is our mother in heaven Children recognise a rosary beads for praying; a picture or statue of Mary.
TB pp.96-98

Module N6.3 Our Parish Church After the visit to the parish church, show photos of altar, crucifix,
candles, statue of Our Lady, holy water font, tabernacle. Assess children’s ability to recall a few of the
names of these items. (For help, see TB pp. 112-113 and pictures in the Folder of Pictures).
Meaning &
Purpose

Children answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experience and in response to the religious story
about God creating the earth. Teacher’s Book page 15 Adult led focus activity Use some of ‘Wonderful
Earth’ by Nick Butterworth

Children answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experience and in response to the story of the
birth of baby Jesus. Teacher’s Book page 34 Use the Folder of Pictures to recap on the birth of Jesus

Children answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experience and in response to religious stories
and events. Teacher’s Book page 18 Adult led focus activity page 18 Show the Power Point presentation:
‘Caring for God’s world’ Children talk about what they see in each slide and answer ‘how’ and ‘why’
questions.

Answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experience and in response to religious stories and events.
Module R4.2 Saying Sorry Zacchaeus was a greedy man [Teacher’s Book pages 76-78] Invite the children
to imagine they are there with lots of other people.

Jesus is presented in the Temple - Teacher’s Book pp. 41-42
Teacher’s Book page 57 R3.3 Jesus Loves Children

Beliefs and Values

Answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experience and in response to religious stories and
events. N3.3 Jesus is with us Adult led focus activity page 92 Questions to ask: What happened to Luc?
Did you ever fall? How did you feel? What happened? Why do you think Luc was able to smile again when
he fell off his bike? How can we remember that Jesus is always with us?

Module R5.3 – The Ascension Show the Power Point presentation ‘Jesus goes back to heaven’ Invite the
children to talk about what they think is happening in each of the slides.

Children speak in a familiar group and talk about their ideas. Teacher’s Book page 16 Adult led focus
activity Show Power Point presentation (PPP) God made us – follow up with role-play and talk about
themselves.

Children confidently speak in a familiar group and talk about their ideas. Teacher’s Book pages 18 & 19
Communication and language [C&L] Understanding the world [UW] Use the Folder of Pictures for children
to talk about how others are looking after God’s world (page 20)
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Module N5.4 Mary Our Mother ALFA ‘Children crown Mary with flowers (TB p. 95) Children listen to what
Ms. Jameson’s class did. Show the PPP ‘Flowers for Mary’ or print the pictures so that children can talk
about then and share their ideas. (See TB pages 96-97 for ideas)

R3.4 Power Point presentation: ‘Doctors and Nurses’. [PSED]

Module R5.4 – Mary, Our Mother a) Listen to ‘Children crown Mary with flowers’ (TB pp110-111) b)
Children respond to questions on page 111 c) What can Mary do for us? d) What can we do for Mary?
Children give attention to what others say and respond appropriately. Teacher’s Book page 18 Adult led
focus activity God loves me – use the guidance and encourage children to speak freely

Children give their attention to what others say and respond appropriately. Teacher’s Book p. 24 (EYFS
DVD ROM) ‘Ways to help my Family’ Use the Power Point presentation

Talk about their own and other’s behaviour and its consequences (in church) Module R6.3 – Sunday, a
Special Day • ALFA What can we do in church? (TB pp. 130-131) • Show the PPP: What can we do in
church?

Children talk about their own and others’ behaviour and its consequences. Teacher’s Book page 20 Adult
Children talk about how they and others show feelings. Teacher’s Book Communication and language –
led focus activity Show Power Point presentation (PPP) Looking after God’s world
page 23 Use the pictures in the Power Point presentation ‘Showing love to others’ to talk about ways we
can show our love for others. Children could make pictures to show how they show their feelings.
Module N6.4 Sunday, a special Day ALFA: TB page 118 Children are able to talk about good behaviour and
what would be wrong and why at Mass.

Module N4.1 Jesus chooses disciples ALFA – Learning to share (TB pages 59-60) Read the story of Poppy’s
birthday Ask the questions, page 60 ALFA – Circle time, page 60 Note children’s responses to questions

Be sensitive to others’ needs and feelings. Teacher’s Book page 58 R3.3 Power Point presentation:
‘Children helping at home’.

Module R6.4 – Sacrament of Baptism

Children talk about how they and others show feelings. Teacher’s Book page 26 Child initiated activities
Role-play Children use construction materials Use pictures of families (See Picture Folder)

Module N4.2 Helping Others • ALFA (1) Learning to share (TB page 65) • ALFA (2) Show the PPP ‘Toby &
Jack’ • Ask the questions, page 66 • Encourage children to share how they help others.

Be sensitive to other’s needs and feelings. Jesus Loves Children ALFA Questions p. 50: Ask the children to
think about a time when they had not been included in a game, Follow up in areas of learning p. 52 Roleplay making a sad person happy
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Know that other children don’t always enjoy and share the same feelings and are sensitive to this.
Module N4.3 Forgiveness and Love • ALFA: Read ‘I’m sorry’ by Sam McBratney • Ask questions TB pages
70-71 Or • Show the PPP ‘Joe & his Mum’ text in TB pp 69-70 • Questions on page 70

Listen, talk about & role-play similarities & differences between themselves & others, and among
families, Church communities and Church traditions. Module N6.1 God’s big Family ALFA pages 100-102
Invite children to tell everyone about their family. What do you know about God’s family? Song: ‘He’s got
the whole world in His hands’ Song: Helping at home with actions, p. 102

Use of Sources
as Evidence

Construct
Arguments

Make
Judgements

Recognise
Diversity

Analyse and
Deconstruct
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Progression of skills in RE Key Stages 1

Developing
knowledge &
Understanding

Year 1

Year 2

Recognise religious stories

Recognise religious stories

What happens in the story of Adam and Eve? Prompt questions: What can you remember about what
happens next? Who can remember what Eve did? What happens next?

What do you see happening in the picture? What is the story about? What else do you know
about it?

What do you know about Noah and his family? Prompt questions: What happened when it started to
rain? Who can remember what Noah did next? What happened when the rain stopped?

Retell, in any form, a narrative that corresponds to the scripture source
Tell me the story of God creating the world. What did He do? Then what did He do? Why did He make
people? On the seventh day, what did God do?
-retell the story of the Presentation

What happened when the women went to the garden on the first day of the week? Who can tell the
whole story?

Retell, in any form, a narrative that corresponds to the scripture source
What do you know about Abraham? • What can you tell me about Moses? • What do you
know about Daniel?

Who appeared to Mary? What happened? • What happened when Mary and Joseph went
to Bethlehem?

What happened Mary and Joseph took Jesus to the Temple for the feast of Passover?

What happened the day that Jesus chose his first disciples?
Retell, in any form, a narrative that corresponds to the scripture source Visit of the Shepherds Text to
read to the children Teacher’s Book pages 43-44 Visit of the Shepherds Jesus died on Good Friday. What happened when Mary of Magdala went to the tomb the
following Sunday? (John 20:1-18)

Recognise key figures in the history of the people of God

Recognise religious signs and symbols used in worship
Where might we find: a crucifix, an altar, a tabernacle, candles on an altar and a statue?

Retell the account of Peter’s escape from prison.

Recognise key figures in the history of the people of God
Abraham, Moses & Daniel
Say who they were and what they did • Mary • Joseph • The Wise Men

Recognise that people act in a particular way because of their beliefs
Children should be able to talk about ways they show love to each other

Describe the life and work of some of the key figures in the history of the People of God

Recognise that Jesus teaches the disciples to pray
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Where did David and Jenny go? Why? • What did they wear? Why? • Why is Easter important for them
and for us? • What do Catholics usually do on Sundays?

Describe the life and work of Moses
Describe the life and work of: • Mary • Joseph

What do you know about the life and work of Peter, the apostle?

Recognise religious beliefs
Describe the priest’s role in the local Church
Who is Fr Peter? What is Fr Peter doing in the story? Why did the parents take baby Anna to church?
[68-69] What does the priest do in your church

What do you know about the Trinity? • Can you give me an example of something that is a
little bit like the Trinity? • What did the angel tell Mary? • What happened at Christmas?

Recognise that people act in a particular way because of their beliefs.
The Holy Sprit comes to the apostles What were the apostles able to do now? What did they
do? What happened then?

Describe some religious symbols and the steps involved in religious actions and worship
Make a list of some signs and symbols you can see in church. b) Explain why they are there.

Explain what you can do at: a) The Beginning of Mass b) The Readings c) The Offertory d)
The Consecration e) Holy Communion
Making Links and
Connections

Recognise the link between the words the angel Gabriel spoke to Mary and the ‘ “Hail Mary full of grace,
the Lord is with you”

Religious and
Specialist
Vocabulary

Children use religious words and phrases.

Children use religious words and phrases.

Children know and have some understanding of the ‘Hail Mary’

Covenant • The Trinity • Mystery of the Trinity • Mystery of God • God: Father, Son & Holy
Spirit • Advent • Mystery of the Incarnation
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Be able to give 5 responses to parts of the Mass that the priest says

1) Make a list of the gifts of the Holy Spirit 2) Choose a gift you believe you have received.
Give an example of how you can use it to help others: * at home, * in school.
Meaning &
Purpose

Ask wondering questions about the area of study and recognise that some questions are difficult to
answer

Ask wondering questions about the area of study and recognise that some questions are
difficult to answer

Why do you think God made the world? Why do you think God made so many beautiful things? Why do
you think our world keeps going? Why do you think God made us? Why do you think God’s world got
spoilt?
Explain how the Sacrament of Baptism can help us. Give examples.
Ask wondering questions about ‘Jesus teaches the disciples to pray’ and recognise that some questions
are difficult to answer

Ask and respond to questions about their own and others’ feelings, experiences and things that matter
to them-Christmas Day Worksheet in Teacher’s Book page 48

The Holy Trinity

How many stars are there? • What will heaven be like? • The Trinity • Mystery of the
Trinity • Mystery of God • God: Father, Son & Holy Spirit • Mystery of the Incarnation

Ask wondering questions about all the areas of study Recognise that some questions are difficult to
answer Visit of the Shepherds Teacher’s Book p. 42 & BIG BOOK p. 11 Key Questions to ask about the
story pp. 42, 43 & 44 What questions would you ask the shepherds?

Beliefs and Values

Ask and respond to questions about their own and others’ feelings, experiences and things that
matter to them.

Use the Bible to answer questions Why is it important to listen to the Readings at Mass?
Explain by giving an example. In what ways is the New Covenant likely to help us? Give
examples.

What happens when you celebrate your birthday? How do you feel when your birthday is coming?
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What kind of person was the Good Samaritan? Why? • What could you do to be a Good Samaritan? •
How do you feel when someone helps you? • How do you feel when you help someone? • What should
we say when someone helps us?

Why is the resurrection of Jesus important for us? What promise did Jesus make to us
before he went back to heaven? Why is it important? What did the first Christians do that
we can do? What can we learn from the story of Peter in prison?

Talk about their own feelings, experiences and the things that matter to them.
Think of times when Jesus used his power to help others (Children should be able to recall miracles:
Storm at Sea; Cure of the blind man; Cure of the Paralysed Man, Wedding at Cana) • Ask how the
person(s) being helped or cured may have felt • How they would have felt? • What do these miracles
tell us about Jesus? • Why is it important for us to know about them?

Ask and respond to questions about their own and others’ feelings, experiences and things that
matter to them. Big Book, page 5 Teacher’s Book page 20 Sometimes we forget or don’t care about the
world. What would you tell others to do?

Ask wondering questions about all the areas of study Recognise that some questions are difficult to
answer The Annunciation Teacher’s Book page 30 Questions to ask about the story The Annunciation Quiz questions on the PPP

The Ten Lepers
How do you think Jesus was feeling when only one came back to thank him? • How would
you have felt? • Do you always remember to thank those who help you? • Why is it
important to say, ‘Thank You’ to Jesus and to others?

Ask wondering questions about miracles and recognise that some questions are difficult to
answer.

How do you think Jesus managed to multiply the loaves and fish? Do you know anyone who
can do that? • What does it tell us about Jesus? • Why do you think Jesus works miracles? •
What did Jesus do to the man who was paralysed? • How did he do it? • What does it tell us
about Jesus?

Ask and respond to questions about their own and others feelings, experiences and things
that matter to them. 2.6-Amazing News on TV “You are witness to the cure of the lame man
by Peter & John” Answer the questions asked

Ask wondering questions about all of the areas of study and recognise that some questions
are difficult to answer. Module 2.5 Task 2 page 76 [For assessment, if possible children will
need to be able to write answers to questions or have a scribe]

Use of Sources
as Evidence
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Construct
Arguments

Make
Judgements

Recognise
Diversity

Analyse and
Deconstruct
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Progression of skills in RE Key Stage 2

Developing
knowledge &
Understanding

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Retell a narrative that is accurate in its
sequence and details and that corresponds to
the scripture text.

Retell a narrative that is accurate in its sequence and details and
that corresponds to the scripture text.

Show knowledge and understanding of a range scripture passages that
correspond to the scripture source used.

The Bible What do you know about: • God’s plan for Abraham, •
God’s promise for him. • How God keeps His promise?

Genesis Chapter 3 • What happened? • What the story shows us • What
do you understand from this story?

Show knowledge and understanding of a range scripture
passages that correspond to the scripture source used. Parable of
the Good Samaritan (Lk 10:29-37) ; Parable: Rich Man and Lazarus
(Lk 16:19-31) – page 15 Parable: Invitation to a Banquet (Lk 14:1620)

What happened when the angel Gabriel came
to see Mary?

What do you know about Moses: • as a baby, • when he grew up •
what God asked him to do, • How he was able to save the Hebrews?
Stewards of the Earth Genesis 1: 28-31 God’s command – What do you
understand from this scripture text? Our responsibility Pope Francis urges
us to use our gifts

When did Mary visit Elizabeth? What did they
talk about?

a) What is the miracle of the loaves (Jn 6:1-14) b) What happened
the day after Jesus worked this miracle? c) What does this miracle
tell us about Jesus and who he is for us?

What do you know about: Zechariah and Elizabeth?

What happened when Mary and Joseph went
to Bethlehem? • Who appeared to the
shepherds? • What did the shepherds do then?

Who was Zacchaeus? • What did he do? Why?
• What happened then? • What affect did this
have on him?

What happened when the angel Gabriel appeared to Joseph? • What
did Joseph do? • The shepherds – • What do you know about the
Wise Men?

Show knowledge and understanding of actions of believers which arise as
a consequence of their beliefs.

St Francis of Assisi – (Treating all living things with respect because they
are God’s creation (Gen 1:28-31)
What happened when Mary and Joseph presented Jesus in the
Temple?

Knowledge & Understanding of a range of Religious Beliefs • The
New Commandment – • “I was hungry and you gave me food …”
(Matt: 25-34) – • “I have come so that you may have life …” (Jn
10:10-11) • The Mystery of the Incarnation

The life and work of key figures in the history of the People of
God: St Oscar Romero Mention: • who he was, • what he did and
why, • his beliefs, • how he died.

St Vincent de Paul – St Vincent de Paul Society today –
Describe, with increasing detail and accuracy a
range of religious beliefs.

What is the Catholic Church? • What is a
sacrament? • What does being a Christian
mean?

Describe, with increasing detail and accuracy a range of religious
beliefs. Mystery of the Trinity What do you know about the Trinity?
• Explain what it means. [ • What do you know about the Father, Son
and the Holy Spirit?

What do you know about the Mystery of the Incarnation?

Describe and explain four actions of Jews which arrive as a consequence of
their beliefs.

Show knowledge and understanding of the life and work of key figures in
the history of the People of God.

Show knowledge & understanding of actions of believers which
arise as a consequence of their beliefs. Oscar Romero & Pedro
Opeka

• What do Catholics do at the beginning of Mass? Why? [pp. 4950] • What do Catholics do in preparation for Holy Communion? •
Why do Catholics receive Holy Communion? • What do they do
when they have received Holy Communion?

What did Moses do for the Israelites?
What is the Mystery of the Incarnation? What
does Advent mean? What do we do in Advent?

Sometimes, as Catholics we use words and phrases that others do
not understand, for example: – The Communion of Saints – The Holy
Souls – Making a sacrifice Write an explanation for each of the
above.

What does the birth of Jesus mean for us?
What does the birth of Jesus teach us?
Describe, with increasing detail and accuracy those actions of
believers which arise as a consequence of their beliefs.
What is the New Commandment that Jesus
made with us? What did Jesus mean by the
New Covenant he made with us?

What do we do as Catholics in Lent? Be sure to include details of •
Ash Wednesday • Stations of the Cross • Good Friday in church.

Show knowledge and understanding of what it means to belong to a
church community. How do we know that Pier Giorgio Frassati was a
Catholic? Provide evidence to show how he lived out his faith.

Jesus is the Bread of Life Jesus is the Lamb of God • The Eucharist
is the source and summit of Christian life

What happened to the Apostles at Pentecost? • How did it affect
them? • What did they do then? • Provide the evidence.
Show knowledge and understanding of the Sacrament of Reconciliation.
5.4 a) What is the Sacrament of Reconciliation? b) What should a person do:
• before confession • at confession • after confession
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Annalena Tonelli • Mama Maggie • Pauline Jaricot • St Ignatius of
Loyola
Describe, with increasing detail and accuracy
different roles of people in the local, national
and universal Church.
The local Church is a parish. What is a parish?
What does your parish priest do?

The National Church is all the dioceses in
England and Wales. • What is a diocese? •
What does a bishop do? • The Universal
Church is the world-wide Catholic community. •
Who is in charge of it? • What does he do?

Show knowledge and understanding of what it means to belong
to a church community. Choose one or two days in Holy Week. •
Palm Sunday in Madagascar • Stations of the Cross • Easter Vigil in
Westminster Cathedral

Show knowledge and understanding of the life and work of key
figures in the history of the People of God. Choose Peter or Paul •
Who was he? • What did he become? How? Or Why? • What did
he do to help others? • What evidence is there that God was
working in and through him?

Show knowledge and understanding of the Sacrament of
Confirmation & Marriage.
Describe, with increasing detail and accuracy
religious signs & symbols and the steps
involved in religious actions and worship,
including the celebration of the Sacraments.

Signs and Symbols used in the Sacrament of
Baptism
What is a symbol? • What is a sign?
What happens when we receive the Sacrament
of Baptism? • What does the priest do when
he is baptising someone?
Why is water a sign in the Sacrament of
Baptism? • Why do we make the Sign of the
Cross? • What is the candle a symbol of? •
What is the white garment a sign of? • What is
the oil a sign of?

What happens when a person receives the Sacrament of
Confirmation? • What does it do for a person? • What are the gifts
of the Holy Spirit? • How might they help a person?

• What happens at the beginning of the ceremony of the
Sacrament of Marriage? • What are the four main parts of the
ceremony? • Why is each part important?

Show knowledge and understanding of the religious signs &
symbols and the steps involved in the religious actions of the
Sacrament of Holy Orders. • Explain what happens at each part of
the Sacrament of Holy Orders. • Why is each of these religious
actions important?

Describe, with increasing detail and accuracy
the life and work of key figures in the history
of the People of God.
Describe the life and work of St Paul
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Describe with increasing detail and accuracy
the celebration of the Sacrament of
Reconciliation.
Zacchaeus
What happens when you go to Confession?
What do you do: • before Confession? • at
Confession? • after Confession?

Describe with increasing detail and accuracy
those actions of believers which arise as a
consequence of their beliefs.
What is Ash Wednesday? b) What do we as
Christians receive? Why? c) What is Lent? d)
What do we do during Lent? Why?

Retell the Parable of the Good Samaritan. b)
Give examples of ways you and your friends can
be a ‘Good Samaritans’

Describe what Catholics do at each part of the
Mass

Making Links
and
Connections

.Make links between beliefs and life, giving
reasons for actions and choices.
Why do you think mums and dads want their
baby to receive the Sacrament of Baptism?

When we go to Mass, how does it help us?
Think about what you can do: • at the
beginning, • during the Readings, • at Holy
Communion.

How did St Dominic Savio live out the teaching
of Jesus? Give examples. b) Why do you think
he made a special effort to live like this?

Make links between beliefs and sources, giving reasons for beliefs.

Show understanding by making links between beliefs and life

The Bible: In what ways do you believe God speaks to us in the Bible?
Why do you believe this? Make links between beliefs and worship.

God’s personal gifts to us

Who made us? [Gen 1:26] Why did He make us?

Make links and connections between beliefs and life. What about
young people today? • Read Matt 5:14-16

What is the link between what Jesus said at the Last Supper and
what you believe happens at the Consecration of the Mass? [Last
Supper); (The Consecration]

Module Explain what you believe about the Bible. Explain HOW and
WHY the Bible is used at Mass.
Read what Pope Francis says about the ‘knot’ of disobedience. How does
this affect our lives?

a) In what ways has Myriam’s trust in God helped her to cope
with life as a refugee? b) What can young people today learn from

What is the difference between the Passover and the Last Supper? b)
What is the link between the Last Supper and the Mass?
What is the meaning of the Resurrection?

Make links and connections between beliefs and sources. WTL •
Read the Parables of the Kingdom How do they link to our lives
and are they demonstrated in society?
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Make links between beliefs and sources.
Retell the account of Jesus appearing to
Thomas b) What is the most important
message for us? c) Who do you think will be
helped most by this message? Why?

Make links between beliefs and life, giving reasons for actions and
choices. Module 4.3 a) What is the important message in the Parable
of the Unforgiving Servant? b) Why do you think is message is
important for us?

Show knowledge & understanding of a range of religious beliefs • The Ten
Commandments • The Mystery of the Incarnation • The New
Commandment

How does Ash Wednesday and Lent have an impact on our lives?

a) Who did Pope John Paul ask young people to be like? b) Choose to
be a Missionary as a teacher, a catechist, a priest or a nun. Give
reasons for your choice. c) Make a plan to pass on the Good News
about Jesus. Say what you would teach and why?

Show knowledge and understanding of religious symbols and the steps
involved in religious actions. Explain in detail two important festivals for
Jews.

Make links between beliefs and sources. The Power of Forgiveness & Jesus
Forgives
Religious and
Specialist
Vocabulary

Use religious vocabulary widely, accurately
and appropriately.

Use religious vocabulary widely, accurately and appropriately.

List the Beatitudes and give a brief explanation of them.
What is the ‘Church’?
Why is there an altar &tabernacle?
a) Explain what sin is and the different types of sin. b) Give examples to
explain the difference between: • a venial sin • a very serious sin •
something wrong that happened which would not be a sin.

What is the Blessed Sacrament?
What is the meaning of the crucifix?

Meaning &
Purpose

Ask and respond to questions about their own
and others’ experience and feelings in relation
to questions of meaning and purpose.

Ask and respond to questions, about their own and other’s
experience and feelings about Joseph and his brothers in relation to
questions of meaning and purpose.

Why do you think Jesus told the Parable of the
Lost Sheep? b) How is this Parable likely to
help you? c) How do you think it will help Alex?

The Ascension a) What promise did Jesus make to the apostles
before he went back to heaven? b) In what ways has this promise
come true for us in the Sacrament of Baptism? [Study PPP ‘Meaning
of the Ascension)

When we received the Sacrament of Baptism,
we entered into the life of Jesus and received
his Holy Spirit (p.10). a) What are the gifts of
the Holy Spirit that you have received? b) Give
examples of how these gifts can help you to live
a good life (p. 88). c) Give examples of how you
know others use these gifts.

Compare their own and other people’s responses in relation to
questions of meaning and purpose in an area you have studied.
Module 6.1 page 15 Parable ‘The rich man & Lazarus’ (Lk 16:19-31)
• Who is likely to draw comfort from this parable? • Who may
want to reject it? • What might be the risks for those who reject
it? • What are the rewards for those who listen and act on it

Explain how your Religion lessons this year have helped to give
meaning and purpose to your life
-Write down the questions that you want to ask
-Write down the answers using 3 sources

Ask and respond to questions, about their own and other’s
experience and feelings about Joseph and his brothers in relation to
questions of meaning and purpose. b) Ask pupils what they would
have done and why?
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Why do you and others pray? How do you and
others pray? Where can you pray? What do
you pray about? What did Jesus teach the
disciples to do? Why is this prayer important?
Beliefs and
Values

Describe with increasing detail and accuracy a
range of religious beliefs.

Make links to show how feelings and beliefs affect their behaviour
and that of others.

What happened on Easter Sunday? How do you
know? b) What promises did Jesus make to the
apostles before he went back to heaven? c)
Who did Jesus send to help the apostles and
us? d) When did this help come? Explain what
happened.

How does the teaching of Jesus in: Matthew 5:44 John 15: 12
Matthew 25:34-37 a) affect your behaviour b) and others?

Show understanding of how own and other’s decisions are informed by
beliefs and moral values. a) Explain how St Damien’s life and work were
influenced by his beliefs and moral values. b) In what ways do your beliefs
and moral values influence your decisions: - at school, - at home.

Make links between beliefs and worship, giving reasons for actions
and symbols

What is the link between the: • Passover, • Last Supper, • Mass?
Make links to show how feelings and beliefs
affect their behaviour and that of others.

Imagine a visitor to your school asks you what
is special about the pupils being Catholics. [See
‘Pause to Reflect’ page 90] Explain to the visitor
how you live your Faith.

Make links between beliefs and worship,
giving reasons for actions and symbols.
Why does the priest do the following actions
when celebrating the Sacrament of Baptism? •
Use water? • Make the Sign of the Cross? •
Light a candle? • Use a special oil?

Use of Sources
as Evidence

Make links between beliefs and life, giving reasons for actions and
choices. What did Jesus mean by asking peter to feed his ‘lamb &
sheep’? How does this affect our lives?

Give examples to explain how the teaching of the Apostles has
affected: • your behaviour, • other pupils’ behaviour in school

Read St. Paul’s letters to the Galatians 5:22-23. How can we make
the fruits of the Holy Spirit grow in us?

Use a given source to support a point of view.

Use a given source to support a point of view.

Use a given source to support a point of view.

Use sources to support a point of view

The Resurrection a) How do you know Jesus
rose from the dead? [Who did Jesus appear to
and what happened b) In what way has Jesus
chosen to remain always with us? [Think of
what happens at Mass at Holy Communion)

What evidence can you find in the Gospels to show that Jesus is truly
God and truly human?

Imagine some of your friends do not believe in the resurrection of Jesus and
try to convince you that it is not true. What would you say to them? What
evidence would you give for your belief?

Many people do not understand why the Mass is so important.
They don’t recognise that it is the source and summit of the whole
Christian life. Discuss using 2 sources

Investigate the most important events in Mary’s life. a) Choose 3 to
analyse. b) Briefly outline what happened in each of them. c) Explain
what we can learn from each of these events.

• What evidence is there in the Gospels to show that Jesus is truly
God and truly human?
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Study: Jesus before the Sanhedrin : A Fair Trial?

“Tell us, what exactly turned a group of cowards who used to
meet in secret into a group of fearless preachers?” Give your
opinion and support with evidence
Construct
Arguments

Do you think it is important to go to Mass? b)
Give 4 reasons why you go to Mass

Look at both examples. Explain why they were
or were not sins?
Explain what happened to the Apostles when
the Holy Spirit came down upon them. How did
this affect their behaviour and the way they
lived their lives?

Express a point of view In what ways did Mary and Joseph • show
their faith, • have courage when faced with difficulties & receive
God’s help

Express a point of view
Does Science contradict Religion? Explain: • what scientists are able to do •
that they are not able to do • the difference between scientific and religious
(theological) truths. Express your opinion.

What does the Resurrection mean for us? Discuss

Express a point of view and give reasons for it. Is the Kingdom of
God in heaven? If not, where can I find it? What are the pros and
cons of accepting the invitation to belong to the Kingdom of God?

Express a point of view and give reasons for it. Module 6.2 Pedro
Opeka
Express a point of view and give reasons for it.

Express a preference

Do you think that Michelangelo’s images truly reflect the scriptures?
Evaluate - how far do you think Martin Luther King lived out this
teaching of Jesus? Include examples.

Which type of seed would you like to be? Why?
Does it matter which Faith you believe in ?
Express a point of view.
How might David’s experience help people who have to face big
difficulties. Think about: – why God chose David. – how David trusted
God

A true Christian cannot ignore the needs of others. What do you think? Give
reasons for your opinion.

.

Some people believe that Christmas is all about parties, presents and
holidays. What is your opinion? Give reasons for it.

-Read Mark 1:19-20 and Luke 5:1-11. Are people ‘outward’ or
‘inward’ with their commitments.

Bl. Pier Giorgio was a problem for teachers. Do you think he should be
canonized a saint? Give reasons to justify our opinion.
To forgive or not to forgive is a serious question. Give reasons for and
against forgiving. What would Jesus do? What does he ask us to do?

“In the Mass we touch Eternity” Evaluate this statement by Bishop
John Brewer.
What was the point of the Transfiguration? Evaluate its
significance for Peter, James, John and us.
‘Rock star Pope takes the world by storm’ Evaluate this headline
news about Pope Francis.

Recognise difference, comparing and contrasting different points
of view Do you think nadia was right to feel guilty? Was Miss Kelly
right to cancel PE? Why might some people not agree with you?

Construct Arguments Express a point of view Module 4.5 Activity 3
Teacher’s Book page 100

Recognise difference, comparing and contrasting different points of view.
“St Leopold Mandic would have been better feeding the hungry rather than
hearing Confessions.” Discuss.

“At the trial,Jesus provoked the Sanhedrin and deserved to be
condemned to death” Discuss and quote the evidence (pg 76 task
2)

Module 6.2 Pedro Opeka

“St. Paul is the greatest of all apostles.” Discuss using evidence (pg
100)
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Make
Judgements

Recognise
Diversity

Discuss

Recognising difference

Recognising difference

-Looking at different faiths: Judaism &
Hinduism

-Looking at different faiths: Hinduism & Islam

Science contradicts religion.” Discuss.

Pope John XXIII was too old to be elected Pope. Discuss.

“The New Covenant and the New Commandment are God’s greatest gifts to
us.” Discuss.

The government wants to restrict the numbers of refugees coming
into the country. Identify reasons for and against restricting
numbers. Say what you believe should happen and give your
reasons.

Recognise difference, comparing and contrasting different points of view.
Explain the beliefs that Jews and Christians a) share b) differ. Or Explain the
beliefs that Muslims and Christians a) share b) differ

Recognise difference, comparing and contrasting different points
of view. The betrayal of Jesus – and others now -Compare and
contrast different points of view then and now.

“Christians, Jews and Muslims can all contribute to peace, harmony and love
in the world today.” Discuss.
Analyse and
Deconstruct
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Progression of skills in History

Period of History

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Local History (Changes within living
memory)

The Great Fire of London

Britain from the Stone Age to the
Iron Age

The Roman Empire and Britain

Ancient Greece

Mayan Civilisation c. AD 900

Britain’s settlement by AngloSaxons and Scots

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle
for England

The Blitz

Kingsbury’s Heroes from History

Flight- from the first aviators to
the Moon landings

Ancient Egypt

The History of Kingsbury
Black History

In developmental stage-ready to be
launched in Jan 2021

In developmental stage-ready to
be launched in Jan 2021

In developmental stage-ready to
be launched in Jan 2021

In developmental stage-ready to be
launched in Jan 2021

In developmental stage-ready to be
launched in Jan 2021

In developmental stage-ready to
be launched in Jan 2021

Chronological
understanding

Pupils recognise the distinction
between present and past in their own
and other people's lives

Pupils show their developing
sense of chronology by using
terms concerned with the
passing of time,

Pupils show their developing
understanding of chronology by
their realisation that the past can
be divided into different periods
of time,

Pupils show factual knowledge and
understanding of aspects of the
history of Britain and the wider
world.

Pupils show factual knowledge and
understanding of aspects of the
history of Britain and the wider world.

Pupils show factual knowledge
and understanding of aspects of
the history of Britain and the
wider world.

Using terminology, ordering
and sequencing

They show their emerging sense of
chronology by placing a few events and
objects in order, and by using everyday
terms about the passing of time

by placing events and objects in
order,

and by recognising that their
own lives are different from the
lives of people in the past

Knowledge and
understanding of events,
people and changes in the
past

They know and recount episodes from
stories about the past

They show knowledge and
understanding of aspects of the
past beyond living memory,

their recognition of some of the
similarities

and differences between these
periods, and their use of dates
and terms

They show knowledge and
understanding of some of the
main events, people and changes
studied.

They use this to describe
characteristic features of past
societies and periods,

They discuss how these events and
structures have impacted them and
the society they live in.

They hypothesise what lessons
for the future can be learnt from
the past.

and to identify changes within and
across different periods

They describe some of the main
events, people and changes.

Pupils show increasing depth of
factual knowledge and understanding
of aspects of the history of Britain and
the wider world.
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Identifying, describing,
explaining, making links &
comparisons

and of some of the main events
and people they have studied

They are beginning to give a few
reasons for, and results of, the
main events and changes.

They give some reasons for, and
results of, the main events and
changes.

They are beginning to recognise
that there are reasons why
people in the past acted as they
did.

They use this to describe features of
past societies and periods and to
begin to make links between them.

They describe events, people and
changes.

They describe and make links between
events and changes and give reasons
for, and results of, these events and
changes.
Historical interpretations

Enquiry, using sources

Organisation and
Communication

They find answers to some simple
questions about the past from sources
of information

They examine and explain the
reasons for, and results of,
events and changes.

They are beginning to identify
some of the different ways in
which the past is represented

They identify some of the
different ways in which the past is
represented

They show some understanding
that aspects of the past have been
represented and interpreted in
different ways.

They know that some events, people
and changes have been interpreted in
different ways and suggest possible
reasons for this.

Pupils describe, and begin to
analyse, why there are different
historical interpretations of
events, people and changes.

They observe or handle sources
of information to answer
questions about the past on the
basis of simple observations.

They use sources of information in
ways that go beyond simple
observations to answer questions
about the past.

They are beginning to select and
combine information from different
sources.

Using their knowledge and
understanding, pupils are beginning to
evaluate sources of information and
identify those that are useful for
particular tasks.

Using their knowledge and
understanding, they identify and
evaluate sources of information,
which they use critically to reach
and support conclusions.

They make some use of
appropriate dates and historical
terms.

They are beginning to produce
structured work, making
appropriate use of dates and
terms.

They are producing structured
work, making appropriate use of
dates and terms.

They select and organise information
to produce structured work, making
appropriate use of dates and terms.

They select, organise and deploy
relevant information to produce
structured work, making
appropriate use of dates and
terms.

Identifying, interpreting,
explaining events

Historical Enquiry

and to make links between
features within and across
different periods.

Using terminology,
selecting, organising,
communicating/deploying
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Progression of skills in Geography

Geographical
enquiry

Year 1

Year 2

Teacher led enquiries, to ask and
respond to simple closed questions

Children encouraged to ask
Begin to ask/initiate
simple geographical questions; geographical questions
Where is it? What’s it like?
Use NF books, stories, atlases,
Use NF books, stories, maps,
pictures/photos and internet as
pictures/phots and internet as sources of information
sources of info
Investigate places and themes
Investigate their surroundings at more than one scale

Use info books/pictures as sources of
info
Investigate their surroundings
Make observations about where
things are eg within school or local
area

Make appropriate
observations about why things
happen
Make simple comparisons
between features of different
places

Direction/Location Follow directions (up/down,
left/right, forwards/backwards

Follow directions (as yr 1 and
including NSEW)

Year 3

Begin to collect and record
evidence
Analyse evidence and begin to
draw conclusions e.g. make
comparisons between two
locations using photos/pictures,
temperature in different
locations

Use 4 compass points to
follow/give directions:
Use letter/no co-ordinates to
locate features on a map

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Ask and respond to questions and
offer their own ideas

Begin to suggest questions for
investigating

Suggest questions for
investigating

Extend to satellite images, aerial
photographs

Begin to use primary and secondary
sources of evidence in their
investigations

Use primary and secondary
sources of evidence in their
investigations

Investigate places with more
emphasis on the larger scale
contrasting and distant places

Investigate places with more
emphasis on the larger scale,
contrasting and distant places

Investigate places and themes at
more than one scale
Collect and record evidence with
some aid
Analyse evidence and draw
conclusions e.g. make
comparisons between locations
photos/pictures/maps

Collect and record evidence unaided Collect and record evidence
unaided
Analyse evidence and draw
conclusions e.g. compare historical
Analyse evidence and draw
maps of varying scales e.g.
conclusions e.g. from field
temperature of various locationswork data on land use
comparing land
influence on people/everyday life
use/temperature, look at
patterns and explain reasons
behind it

Use 4 compass points well

Use 8 compass points

Begin to use 8 compass points

Begin to use 4 figure co-ordinates to
locate features on a map

Use letter/no. co-ordinates to
locate features on a map
confidently

Use 8 compass points
confidently and accurately
Use 4 figure co-ordinates
confidently to locate features
on a map
Begin to use 6 figure grid refs;
use latitude and longitude on
atlas maps

Drawing Maps

Draw picture maps of imaginary
places and from stories

Draw a map of a real or
imaginary place (e.g. add
detail to a sketch map from
aerial photograph)

Try to make a map of a short
route experienced, with
features in correct order

Make a map of a short route
experienced, with features in
correct order

Try to make a simple scale
drawing

Make a simple scale drawing

Begin to draw a variety of thematic
maps based on their own data
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Representation

Use own symbols on imaginary map

Begin to understand the need
for a key

Know why a key is needed

Know why a key is needed

Use standard symbols

Begin to recognise symbols on an
OS map

Use class agreed symbols to
make a simple key
Using maps

Use a simple picture map to move
around the school
Recognise that it is about a place

Scale/Distance

Use relative vocabulary (e.g.
bigger/smaller, like/dislike)

Follow a route on a map
Use a plan view
Use an infant atlas to locate
places

Begin to spatially match places
(e.g. recognise UK on a small
scale and larger scale map)

Locate places on larger scale
maps e.g. map of Europe

Locate places on large scale maps
(e.g. find UK or India on globe)

Follow a route on a map with
some accuracy (e.g. whilst
orienteering)

Follow a route on a large scale
map

Begin to match boundaries (e.g. Begin to match boundaries (e.g.
find same boundary of a
find same boundary of a country
country on different scale maps) on different scale maps)

Draw a sketch map using symbols
and a key

Use/recognise OS map
symbols

Use/recognise OS map symbols

Use atlas symbols

Compare maps with aerial photos

Follow a short route on an OS
map. Describe features shown
on OS map

Selecta map for a specific purpose
(e.g. pick atlas to find Taiwan, OS
map to find local village)

Locate places on a world map

Begin to use atlases to find out
about features of places (e.g. find
wettest part of the world)

Use atlases to find out about
other features of places (e.g.
mountain regions, weather
patterns)

Measure straight line distance on a
plan

Use a scale to measure
distances

Fins/recognise places on maps of
different scales (e.g. river Nile)

Draw/use maps and plans at a
range of scales
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Progression of skills in Music

Singing songs with
control and using
the voice
expressively.

Year 1 and Year 2

Year 3 and Year 4

Year 5 and Year 6

To find their singing voice and use their voices confidently.

Sing with confidence using a wider vocal range.

Sing a melody accurately at their own pitch.

Sing in tune.

Sing songs with increasing control of breathing, posture and sound
projection.

Sing with a sense of awareness of pulse and control of rhythm.

Sing with awareness of pulse and control of rhythm.

Recognise phrase lengths and know when to breathe.

Recognise simple structures. (Phrases).

Sing songs expressively.

Sing expressively with awareness and control at the expressive
elements. E.g. timbre, tempo, dynamics.

Follow pitch movements with their hands and use high, low and
middle voices.
Begin to sing with control of pitch (e.g. following the shape of the
melody).

Sing songs and create different vocal effects.
Understand how mouth shapes can affect voice sounds.

Sing songs in tune and with an awareness of other parts.
Identify phrases through breathing in appropriate places.
Sing with expression and rehearse with others.
Sing a round in two parts and identify the melodic phrases and how
they fit together.
Sing confidently as a class, in small groups and alone, and begin to
have an awareness of improvisation with the voice

Internalise sounds by singing parts of a song ‘in their heads.’

Sing with an awareness of other performers.
Listening, Memory
and Movement.

Recall and remember short songs and sequences and patterns of
sounds. Respond physically when performing, composing and
appraising music. Identify different sound sources. Identify welldefined musical features.

Identify melodic phrases and play them by ear.
Create sequences of movements in response to sounds.
Explore and chose different movements to describe animals.
Demonstrate the ability to recognise the use of structure and
expressive elements through dance.
Identify phrases that could be used as an introduction, interlude and
ending.

Controlling pulse
and rhythm

Identify the pulse in different pieces of music.

Recognise rhythmic patterns.

Identify the pulse and join in getting faster and slower together.

Perform a repeated pattern to a steady pulse.

Identify long and short sounds in music. Perform a rhythm to a given
pulse. Begin to internalise and create rhythmic patterns.

Identify and recall rhythmic and melodic patterns.

Accompany a chant or song by clapping or playing the pulse or rhythm.

Identify repeated patterns used in a variety of music. (Ostinato).

Internalise short melodies and play these on pitched percussion (play
by ear).
Create dances that reflect musical features.
Identify different moods and textures. Identify how a mood is created
by music and lyrics.
Listen to longer pieces of music and identify features.

Identify different speeds of pulse (tempo) by clapping and moving.
Improvise rhythm patterns.
Perform an independent part keeping to a steady beat.
Identify the metre of different songs through recognising the pattern
of strong and weak beats.
Subdivide the pulse while keeping to a steady beat.
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Exploring sounds,
melody and
accompaniment.

Control of
instruments

To explore different sound sources. Make sounds and recognise how
they can give a message.

Identify ways sounds are used to accompany a song.

Identify and name classroom instruments.

Analyse and comment on how sounds are used to create different
moods. Explore and perform different types of accompaniment.

Create and chose sounds in response to a given stimulus.

Explore and select different melodic patterns.

Identify how sounds can be changed. Change sounds to reflect
different stimuli.

Recognise and explore different combinations of pitch sounds.

Play instruments in different ways and create sound effects.

Identify melodic phrases and play them by ear.

Handle and play instruments with control.

Select instruments to describe visual images.

Identify different groups of instruments.

Choose instruments on the basis of internalised sounds.

Skills development for this element are to be found within ‘Control of
instruments’ and ‘Composition’

Identify and control different ways percussion instruments make
sounds. Play accompaniments with control and accuracy.
Create different effects using combinations of pitched sounds.
Use ICT to change and manipulate sounds.

Composition

Contribute to the creation of a class composition.

Create textures by combining sounds in different ways.

Identify different starting points or composing music.

Basic skills developments for composition in KS1 are to be found
within ‘Exploring sounds’.

Create music that describes contrasting moods/emotions.

Explore, select combine and exploit a range of different sounds to
compose a soundscape.

Improvise simple tunes based on the pentatonic scale.
Compose music in pairs and make improvements to their own work.
Create an accompaniment to a known song.

Reading and
writing notation

Write lyrics to a known song.
Compose a short song to own lyrics based on everyday phrases.

Create descriptive music in pairs or small groups.

Compose music individually or in pairs using a range of stimuli and
developing their musical ideas into a completed composition.

Year 1 and Year 2

Year 3 and Year 4

Year 5 and Year 6

Perform long and short sounds in response to symbols.

Perform long and short sounds in response to symbols.

Create long and short sounds on instruments.

Create long and short sounds on instruments.

Perform using notation as a support. Sing songs with staff notation as
support

Play and sing phrase from dot notation. Record their own ideas.

Play and sing phrase from dot notation. Record their own ideas.

Make their own symbols as part of a class score.

Make their own symbols as part of a class score.
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Performance skills

Perform together and follow instructions that combine the musical
elements.

Perform in different ways, exploring the way the performers are a
musical resource.

Present performances effectively with awareness of audience, venue
and occasion.

Perform with awareness of different parts.

Evaluating and
appraising

Choose sounds and instruments carefully and make improvements to
their own and others’ work.

Recognise how music can reflect different intentions.

Improve their work through analysis, evaluation and comparison.
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Progression of skills in Art and Design
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Drawing (pencil,
charcoal, inks, chalk,
pastels, ICT software)

Extend the variety of drawings tools  Explore
different textures  Observe and draw
landscapes  Observe patterns  observe
anatomy (faces, limbs)

Experiment with tools and surfaces 
draw a way of recording experiences
and feelings  discuss use of
shadows, use of light and dark 
Sketch to make quick records

Experiment with the potential of
various pencils  close observation 
Draw both the positive and negative
shapes  initial sketches as a
preparation for painting  accurate
drawings of people – particularly faces

Identify and draw the effect of light 
scale and proportion  accurate drawings
of whole people including proportion and
placement  Work on a variety of scales
 computer generated drawings

Effect of light on objects and people from
different directions  interpret the texture
of a surface  produce increasingly accurate
drawings of people  concept of perspective

Effect of light on objects and people
from different directions  interpret
the texture of a surface  produce
increasingly accurate drawings of
people  concept of perspective

Colour (painting, ink,
dye, textiles, pencils,
crayon, pastels)

Name all the colours  mixing of colours 
Find collections of colour  applying colour
with a range of tools

Begin to describe colours by objects
 Make as many tones of one colour
as possible (using white)  Darken
colours without using black  using
colour on a large scale

Colour mixing  Make colour wheels 
Introduce different types of brushes 
techniques- apply colour using dotting,
scratching, splashing

Colour mixing and matching; tint, tone,
shade  - observe colours  - suitable
equipment for the task  - colour to
reflect mood

Hue, tint, tone, shades and mood  explore
the use of texture in colour  colour for
purposes

Hue, tint, tone, shades and mood 
explore the use of texture in colour 
colour for purposes  colour to
express feelings

Texture (textiles, clay,
sand, plaster, stone)

Weaving  collage  Sort according to specific
qualities  how textiles create things

Overlapping and overlaying to create
effects  Use large eyed needles –
running stitches  Simple appliqué
work  Start to explore other simple
stitches  collage

Use smaller eyed needles and finer
threads  weaving  Tie dying, batik

Use a wider variety of stitches 
observation and design of textural art 
experimenting with creating mood,
feeling, movement-  compare different
fabrics

Use stories, music, poems as stimuli  Select
and use materials  embellish work  fabric
making  artists using textiles

Develops experience in embellishing
 Applies knowledge of different
techniques to express feelings 
Work collaboratively on a larger scale

Form (3D work, clay,
dough, boxes, wire,
paper sculpture, mod
roc)

Construct  Use materials to make known
objects for a purpose  Carve  Pinch and roll
coils and slabs using a modelling media. 
Make simple joins

Awareness of natural and man-made
forms  Expression of personal
experiences and ideas  to shape and
form from direct observation
(malleable and rigid materials) 
decorative techniques  Replicate
patterns and textures in a 3-D form 
work and that of other sculptors

Shape, form, model and construct (
malleable and rigid materials)  Plan
and develop  understanding of
different adhesives and methods of
construction  aesthetics

Plan and develop  Experience surface
patterns / textures  Discuss own work
and work of other sculptors  analyse
and interpret natural and manmade
forms of construction

Plan and develop ideas  Shape, form,
model and join  observation or imagination
 properties of media  Discuss and
evaluate own work and that of other
sculptors

Plan and develop ideas  Shape,
form, model and join  observation
or imagination  properties of media
 Discuss and evaluate own work and
that of other sculptors

Printing (found
materials, fruit/veg,
wood blocks, press
print, lino, string)

Create patterns  Develop impressed images
 Relief printing

Print with a growing range of objects
 Identify the different forms printing
takes

Relief and impressed printing 
recording textures/patterns  monoprinting  colour mixing through
overlapping colour prints

Use sketchbook for recording
textures/patterns  Interpret
environmental and manmade patterns 
modify and adapt print

Combining prints  design prints  make
connections  discuss and evaluate own
work and that of others

Builds up drawings and images of
whole or parts of items using various
techniques  Screen printing 
Explore printing techniques used by
various artists

Pattern (paint, pencil,
textiles, clay, printing)

Awareness and discussion of patterns 
repeating patterns  symmetry

Experiment by arranging, folding,
repeating, overlapping, regular and
irregular patterning  natural and
manmade patterns  Discuss regular
and irregular

Pattern in the environment  design 
using ICT  make patterns on a range of
surfaces  symmetry

Explore environmental and manmade
patterns  tessellation

Create own abstract pattern to reflect
personal experiences and expression 
create pattern for purposes

Create own abstract pattern to
reflect personal experiences and
expression  create pattern for
purposes
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Knowledge of an Artist

Leonardo Da Vinci, Sheila Hicks, Linda
Calverley, El Anatsui

Ben Moseley, Van Gogh, Kandinsky

Molly Williams, Monet, Picasso, Seurat,

Frida Kahlo

Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri

Barbara Hepworth, Gustav Klimt, William
Morris

Dan Mather, Andy Warhol, Lei Xue, Salvador
Dali,
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Joan Miro, Bridget Riley, Escher,
Antonio Gaudi
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Progression of skills in Design & Technology

Developing,
planning and
communicating
ideas

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Begin to draw on their own experience to
help generate ideas and research
conducted on criteria. Begin to
understand the development of existing
products: What they are for, how they
work, materials used. Start to suggest
ideas and explain what they are going to
do.

Start to generate ideas by
drawing on their own and other
people's experiences. Begin to
develop their design ideas
through discussion, observation,
drawing and modelling. Identify a
purpose for what they intend to
design and make. Understand
how to identify a target group for
what they intend to design and
make based on design criteria.
Develop their ideas through talk
and drawings and label parts.
Make templates and mock ups of
their ideas in card and paper or
where appropriate, using ICT.

With growing confidence generate
ideas for an item, considering its
purpose and the user/s. Start to
order the main stages of making a
product. Identify a purpose and
establish criteria for a successful
product. Understand how well
products have been designed,
made, what materials have been
used and the construction
technique. Learn about inventors,
designers, engineers, chefs and
manufacturers who have
developed ground-breaking
products. Start to understand
whether products can be recycled
or reused. Know to make drawings
with labels when designing. When
planning explain their choice of
materials and components
including function and aesthetics.

Start to generate ideas, considering
the purposes for which they are
designing- link with Mathematics and
Science. Confidently make labelled
drawings from different views
showing specific features. Develop a
clear idea of what has to be done,
planning how to use materials,
equipment and processes, and
suggesting alternative methods of
making, if the first attempts fail.
Identify the strengths and areas for
development in their ideas and
products. When planning, consider
the views of others, including
intended users, to improve their
work. Learn about inventors,
designers, engineers, chefs and
manufacturers who have developed
ground -breaking products. When
planning, explain their choice of
materials and components according
to function and aesthetic.

Start to generate, develop, model and
communicate their ideas through
discussion, annotated sketches, crosssectional and exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern pieces. Begin to use
research and develop design criteria to
inform the design of innovative,
functional, appealing products that are
fit for purpose. With growing
confidence apply a range of finishing
techniques, including those from art
and design. Draw up a specification for
their design- link with Mathematics and
Science. Use results of investigations,
information sources, including ICT when
developing design ideas. With growing
confidence select appropriate
materials, tools and techniques. Start to
understand how much products cost to
make, how sustainable and innovative
they are and the impact products have
beyond their intended purpose.

Generate, develop, model and
communicate their ideas through
discussion, annotated sketches,
cross-sectional and exploded
diagrams, prototypes, pattern
pieces. Use research and develop
design criteria to inform the
design of innovative, functional,
appealing products that are fit for
purpose. Accurately apply a
range of finishing techniques,
including those from art and
design. Draw up a specification
for their design- link with
Mathematics and Science. Plan
the order of their work, choosing
appropriate materials, tools and
techniques. Suggest alternative
methods of making if the first
attempts fail. Identify the
strengths and areas for
development in their ideas and
products. Know how much
products cost to make, how
sustainable and innovative they
are and the impact products have
beyond their intended purpose.

Begin to select tools and
materials and use correct
vocabulary to name and describe
them. With help, measure and
cut with some accuracy.
Demonstrate how to cut, shape
and join fabric to make a simple
product using basic sewing
techniques. Start to choose and
use appropriate finishing
techniques based on their own
ideas.

Select a wider range of tools and
techniques for making their
product. Explain their choice of
tools and equipment in relation to
the skills and techniques they will
be using.

Select a wider range of tools and
techniques for making their product
safely. Start to understand that
mechanical and electrical systems
have an input, process and output.

Select from and use a wider range of
materials, components and tools,
according to their functional properties
and aesthetic qualities. Demonstrate
how to use skills in using different tools
and equipment safely and accurately
and with growing confidence, cut and
join with accuracy to ensure a goodquality finish to the product. With
confidence, sew using a range of
different stitches, to weave and knit.
Demonstrate how to measure, tape or
pin, cut and join fabric together with

Confidently select appropriate
tools, materials, components and
techniques and use them. Use
tools safely and accurately.
Assemble components to make
working models. Aim to make
and to achieve a quality product.
Demonstrate when to make
modifications as they go along.
Construct products using
permanent joining techniques.
Understand how mechanical
systems such as cams or pulleys

Understand how to identify a target
group for what they intend to design and
make based on design criteria. Begin to
develop their ideas through talk and
drawings. Make templates and mock ups
of their ideas in card and paper or where
appropriate, using ICT.

Working with tools,
equipment,
materials and
components to
make quality
products

Begin to make their design using
appropriate techniques. Begin to build
structures, exploring how they can be
made stronger, stiffer and more stable.
Explore and use mechanisms including
levers and sliders, in their products. With
help measure, mark out, cut and shape a
range of materials. Explore using tools
e.g. scissors and a hole punch safely.
Begin to assemble, join and combine
materials and components together
using a variety of temporary methods
e.g. glues or masking tape. Begin to use

Know how to measure, mark out,
cut and shape a range of materials,
using appropriate tools, equipment
and techniques. Start to join,
combine and assemble materials
and components accurately in

Know how simple electrical circuits
and components can be used to
create functional products.
Understand how to reinforce and
strengthen a 3D framework and
begin to use finishing techniques to
strengthen and improve the
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simple finishing techniques to improve
the appearance of their product.

temporary and permanent ways.
Start to work safely and accurately
with a range of simple tools. Start
to think about their ideas as they
make progress and be willing to
change things if this helps them to
improve their work

appearance of their product using a
range of equipment including ICT.

accuracy to create a product. Use
finishing techniques to strengthen and
improve the appearance of their
product

or gears create movement. Know
how to reinforce and strengthen
a 3D framework. Use finishing
techniques to strengthen and
improve the appearance of their
product using a range of
equipment including ICT.

Evaluating
processes and
products

Start to evaluate their product by
discussing how well it works in relation
to the purpose (design criteria). When
looking at existing products explain what
they like and dislike about products and
why. Begin to evaluate their products as
they are developed, identifying strengths
and possible changes they might make.

Evaluate their work against their
design criteria. Look at a range of
existing products explain what
they like and dislike about
products and why. Start to
evaluate their products as they
are developed, identifying
strengths and possible changes
they might make. With
confidence talk about their ideas,
saying what they like and dislike
about them.

Start to evaluate their product
against original design criteria e.g.
how well it meets its intended
purpose. Begin to disassemble and
evaluate familiar products and
consider the views of others to
improve them. Evaluate the key
designs of individuals in design and
technology has helped shape the
world.

Evaluate their products carrying out
appropriate tests. Start to evaluate
their work both during and at the
end of the assignment. Be able to
disassemble and evaluate familiar
products and consider the views of
others to improve them. Evaluate
the key designs of individuals in
design and technology has helped
shape the world.

Start to evaluate a product against the
original design specification and by
carrying out tests. Evaluate their work
both during and at the end of the
assignment. Begin to evaluate it
personally and seek evaluation from
others. Evaluate the key designs of
individuals in design and technology has
helped shape the world.

Evaluate their products,
identifying strengths and areas
for development, and carrying
out appropriate tests. Evaluate
their work both during and at the
end of the assignment. Record
their evaluations using drawings
with labels. Evaluate against their
original criteria and suggest ways
that their product could be
improved. Evaluate the key
designs of individuals in design
and technology has helped shape
the world.

Food and Nutrition

Begin to understand that all food comes
from plants or animals. Explore the
understanding that food has to be
farmed, grown elsewhere (e.g. home) or
caught. Start to understand how to name
and sort foods into the five groups in
‘The Eat well plate’. Begin to understand
that everyone should eat at least five
portions of fruit and vegetables every
day. Know how to prepare simple dishes
safely and hygienically, without using a
heat source. Know how to use
techniques such as cutting and peeling.

Understand that all food comes
from plants or animals. Know
that food has to be farmed,
grown elsewhere (e.g. home) or
caught. Understand how to name
and sort foods into the five food
groups. Know that everyone
should eat at least five portions
of fruit and vegetables every day.
Demonstrate how to prepare
simple dishes safely and
hygienically, without using a heat
source. Demonstrate how to use
techniques such as cutting,
peeling and grating.

Start to know that food is grown
(such as tomatoes, wheat and
potatoes), reared (such as pigs,
chickens and cattle) and caught
(such as fish) in the UK, Europe and
the wider world. Understand how
to prepare and cook a variety of
predominantly savoury dishes
safely and hygienically including,
where appropriate, the use of a
heat source. Begin to understand
how to use a range of techniques
such as peeling, chopping, slicing,
grating, mixing, spreading,
kneading and baking. Start to
understand that a healthy diet is
made up from a variety and
balance of different food and drink,

Understand that food is grown (such
as tomatoes, wheat and potatoes),
reared (such as pigs, chickens and
cattle) and caught (such as fish) in
the UK, Europe and the wider world.
Understand how to prepare and
cook a variety of predominantly
savoury dishes safely and
hygienically including, where
appropriate, the use of a heat
source. Know how to use a range of
techniques such as peeling,
chopping, slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading and baking.
Know that a healthy diet is made up
from a variety and balance of
different food and drink, as depicted
in ‘The Eat well plate’ Know that to

Understand that food is grown (such as
tomatoes, wheat and potatoes), reared
(such as pigs, chickens and cattle) and
caught (such as fish) in the UK, Europe
and the wider world. Begin to
understand that seasons may affect the
food available. Understand how food is
processed into ingredients that can be
eaten or used in cooking. Know how to
prepare and cook a variety of
predominantly savoury dishes safely
and hygienically including, where
appropriate, the use of a heat source.
Start to understand how to use a range
of techniques such as peeling,
chopping, slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading and baking. Begin
to understand that different food and

Know that food is grown (such as
tomatoes, wheat and potatoes),
reared (such as pigs, chickens and
cattle) and caught (such as fish) in
the UK, Europe and the wider
world. Understand that seasons
may affect the food available.
Understand how food is
processed into ingredients that
can be eaten or used in cooking.
Know how to prepare and cook a
variety of predominantly savoury
dishes safely and hygienically
including, where appropriate, the
use of a heat source. Understand
how to use a range of techniques
such as peeling, chopping, slicing,
grating, mixing, spreading,
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as depicted in ‘The Eat well plate’
Begin to know that to be active and
healthy, food and drink are needed
to provide energy for the body.

be active and healthy, food and drink
are needed to provide energy for the
body.

drink contain different substances –
nutrients, water and fibre – that are
needed for health.
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kneading and baking. Know
different food and drink contain
different substances – nutrients,
water and fibre – that are needed
for health.
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Progression of skills in PE

Gymnastics

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Respond to instructions and commands.
Move between mats and small apparatus and
change the speed of movement.

Explore and create different
pathways and patterns.

Develop and perform actions.

Devise, perform and repeat sequences
that include travel, body shapes and
balances.

Explore range of symmetric and asymmetric
actions, shapes and balances.

Make up a sequence and adapt it to
different apparatus layouts.

Be aware of extension, body tension and
control.

Use combinations of dynamics
(pathways) to use space effectively.
Make up own rule for longer, more
complex sequences.

Be still in different body shapes and balances
and combine different ways of travelling.

Use equipment in a variety of ways to
create a sequence.

Handle apparatus safely.

Link movements together to create a
sequence.

Recognise how it feels when the body is
tense.

Develop short sequences on their
own.

Develop balance, agility and co-ordination of
travelling, stillness, jumping, timing, changing
shape, size, and direction.

Have a clear start, middle and end.
Have a clear focus when watching
others perform.

Perform at different levels.

Say when a movement or skill is
performed well (aesthetic
appreciation).

Perform a 2 footed jump.

Describe what they have done and
what they have seen. (Make easier or
harder and use advice to improve).
Develop balance, agility and coordination of travelling, stillness,
jumping, timing, changing shape,
size, direction.

Practice and concentrate on quality of
movement.
Transfer weight smoothly from one
part of body to another.

Include changes of dynamics. Work with
a partner.

Use actions on floor and over, through,
across and along apparatus.

Ask which parts of task they have
completed and the ones they still need to
practice.

Perform easy combinations of
contrasting actions.

Compare and contrast similar
performances.

Work independently and with others to
create a sequence.

Suggest ways to improve the quality of
sequence.

Copy, explore and remember a variety
of movements and use these to create
their own sequence.

Link skills with control, technique,
coordination and fluency.

Describe own work using simple
gymnastics vocabulary.

Understand composition by performing
more complex sequences.

Begin to notice similarities and
differences between sequences.

Begin to use gymnastics vocabulary to
describe how to improve and refine
performances.

Use turns whilst travelling in a variety
of ways.

Develop strength, technique and
flexibility throughout performances.

Begin to show flexibility in movements.

Create sequences using various body
shapes and equipment.

Begin to develop good technique when
travelling, balancing, using equipment
etc.

Combine equipment with movement to
create sequences.

Move from floor to apparatus, change levels
and move safely.
Combine movements with other in a group
(matching and mirroring).
Watch a performance and evaluate its
success. Identify what was performed well
and what needs improving. Choose a focus
for improvement. Identify one or two
aspects of their performance to practice and
improve.
Select and combine skills, techniques and
ideas.
Apply combined skills accurately and
appropriately, consistently showing
precision, control and fluency.
Analyse and comment on skills and
techniques and how these are applied in
their own and others' work.
Use more complex gymnastics vocabulary to
describe how to improve and refine
performances.
Develop strength, technique and flexibility
throughout performances.
Link skills with control, technique,
coordination and fluency.
Understand composition by performing
more complex sequences.

Work as a group and share roles
fairly.
Investigate different ways of working
with a partner or small group.
Use compositional ideas (contrasts
and variation in shape, speed, level,
timing and actions).
Know how gymnastics promotes
strength, power and suppleness.
Understand the importance of
warming up.
Value of exercise outside of school
day.
Devise effective warm up for
gymnastics.
Set out and do risk assessments on
apparatus.
Plan and perform with precision,
control and fluency, a movement
sequence showing a wide range of
actions including variations in speed,
levels and directions.
Perform difficult actions, with an
emphasis on extension, clear body
shape and changes in direction.
Gradually increase the length of
sequence work with a partner to
make up a short sequence using the
floor, mats and apparatus, showing
consistency, fluency and clarity of
movement.
Analyse and comment on skills and
techniques and how these are
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applied in their own and others'
work.
Use more complex gymnastics
vocabulary to describe how to
improve and refine performances.
Develop strength, technique and
flexibility throughout performances.
Dance

Copy, explore and remember basic
movements and body patterns.

Copy and explore basic movements
with clear control.

Learn basic movements relating to feelings.
Show that they have a clear starting and
finishing position.

Vary levels and speed in sequence
and the size of body shapes.

Link movements to sounds and music.

Begin to improvise both independently
and with a partner to create a simple
dance.

Explore and create characters and
narratives in response to a range of
stimuli.

Explore and improvise ideas for dances in
different styles, working on their own, with
a partner and in a group.

Explore, improvise and combine
movement ideas fluently and
effectively.

Translate ideas from stimuli into
movement with support.

Describe, interpret and evaluate their
own and others’ dances, taking account
of character and narrative.

Organise their own warm up and cool down
activities to suit the dance. Show an
understanding of why it is important.

Understand how a dance is formed
and performed.

Use and negotiate space clearly.

Begin to compare and adapt
movements and motifs to create a
longer sequence.

Confidently improvise with a partner or
independently.

Begin to exaggerate dance movements and
motifs (using expression when moving).

Describe a short dance using
appropriate vocabulary.

Use simple dance vocabulary to
compare and improve work.

Begin to create longer dance sequences
in a larger group.

Demonstrate strong movements throughout
a dance sequence.

Exaggerate dance movements and
motifs (using expression when
moving).

Respond imaginatively to stimuli.

Keep up an activity over a period of
time and know what they need to
warm up and cool down for dance.

Demonstrate precision and some control
in response to stimuli.

Combine flexibility, techniques and
movements to create a fluent sequence.

Perform with confidence, using a
range of movement patterns.

Begin to vary dynamics and develop
actions and motifs.

Move appropriately and with the required
style in relation to the stimulus, e.g. using
various levels, ways of travelling and motifs.

Demonstrate a strong imagination
when creating own dance sequences
and motifs.

Begin to show a change of pace and timing
in movements.

Demonstrate strong movements
throughout a dance sequence.
Combine flexibility, techniques and
movements to create a fluent
sequence.

Add change of direction to a
sequence.

Evaluate and improve a dance
performance by recording and
viewing their rehearsals.
Remember and repeat simple dance
phrases.

Demonstrate rhythm and spatial
awareness.

Perform dances using simple
movement patterns.

Modify parts of a sequence as a result of
self-evaluation.

Use the space provided effectively.

Use simple dance vocabulary to compare
and improve work.

Improvise with confidence, still
demonstrating fluency across the sequence.

To evaluate, refine and develop their
own and others’ work.

Modify parts of a sequence as a result of self
and peer evaluation.

Move appropriately and with the
required style in relation to the
stimulus.

Use more complex dance vocabulary to
compare and improve work.

Begin to show a change of pace and
timing in movements.
Move accurately to the beat.
Improvise with confidence, still
demonstrating fluency across the
sequence.
Dance with fluency, linking all
movements and ensuring they flow.
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Demonstrate consistent precision
when performing dance sequences.
Modify parts of a sequence as a
result of self and peer evaluation.
Uses more complex dance vocabulary
to compare and improve work.
Invasion games

To be confident and keep themselves safe in
the space in which an activity/game is being
played.
Explore and use skills, actions and ideas
individually and in combination to suit the
game that is being played.

Recognise the best ways to score
points and stop points being scored.
Recognise how they work best with
their partner.
Use different rules and tactics for
invasion games.

Show ability to work with a partner in
throwing and catching games.

Make it difficult for opponents.

Choose and use skills effectively for particular
games:

Keep the ball and find best places to
score.

-Throw a ball accurately to a target using
increasing control.

Watch others accurately. Describe
what they see and ask to copy
others’ ideas, skills and tactics.
Recognise what is successful and how
to use this knowledge.

-Explore throwing and catching in different
ways.
-Explore kicking in different ways with
increasing control.
Explore ways to send a ball or other
equipment.
Retrieve and stop a ball using different parts
of the body.

Participate in team games.
Understand and develop tactics for
attacking and defending.
Pass and receive a ball in different
ways with control and increased
accuracy.

Play a variety of running and avoiding games.
Participate in team games.

Practise passing to a partner using a
number of sending and receiving
techniques.
Improve accuracy of passes and use
space to keep possession better.
Remain in control of ball while
travelling.
Use communication skills to help
others know where they are going.
Look when travelling and what
happens after they have passed ball.
Play games that involve keeping
possession and scoring in targets (3 vs
1 and 4 vs 1 games)
Know which passes are best, tactics to
keep possession.
Find space to receive and support.
Know what to think about when team
has and hasn't got the ball.
How to organise themselves differently
to play each of the games successfully.
Understand patterns of play- if ball is in
a certain position where should players
be.

Play 3 vs1 and 4 vs1 learning how to use
the space and help each other.

Show ways to keep ball away from
defenders, e.g. how to shield the ball.

Score more regularly without making
mistakes.

Change speed, direction with ball to get
away from defender.

Choose and adapt their techniques to
keep possession and give their team
chance to shoot.

Shoot accurately in a variety of ways.

Plan ideas and tactics similar across
invasion games.

Watch and evaluate the success of the
games they play in.

Know what rules are needed to make
games fair.

Identify parts of the game that are going
well and parts that need improving.

Understand simple patterns of play.
Evaluate how successful their tactics
have been, use appropriate language to
describe performance and identify what
they do that makes things difficult for
their opponents.

Explain how confident they feel in different
positions.

Mark an opponent.

Suggest what they need to practice to enjoy
game more.
Change pitch size to make games better.

Know what they need to improve their
game and what they need to practice.

Understand that when team has the
ball they are attacking and when they
haven’t they are defending.
Understand different ways of
attacking and encourage them to use
positions for their team carefully.
Understand different ways to attack
and defend.
Choose right formations and tactics
for attack and defence.
Know how they support other
players in attack and defence.
Understand how to get ready for
games.
Know some ideas for warm up
exercises and routines.
Know what makes a good warm up.
Know what clothing and footwear is
best to wear.
Know how to check playing area.
Know how playing invasion games
helps your fitness and benefits of
playing outside of school.

Develop simple attacking and defending
techniques.
Net and ball games

Focus on throwing and catching.
Play games based on net games (like tennis
and badminton).
Children have an opportunity to play 1 v 1, 1 v
2, and 1 v 3.
Play running and avoiding games.

Use their skills to play end to end
games, games over a barrier and
fielding games.
Use their ability to solve problems
and make decisions.

Practise throwing and catching with a
variety of different balls and using
different types of throwing.
Hit the ball with a racket.
Use different shots.

Watch others and describe what is
happening.

Play games using throwing and
catching skills.

Play games using throwing and catching
skills.
Vary strength, length and direction of
throw.
Understand how they can make it
difficult for opponent to receive ball.
Understand where to stand when
receiving.

Hold and swing racket and know where to
stand on the court when hitting, catching
and receiving.
Hit the ball on both sides of the body and
above head.
Use different types of shots during a game.
Improve accuracy.
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Explain how practicing skills can help you feel
warmer and why is it good to play and get out
of breath.

Talk about what they have done and
how they did it.

Vary strength, length and direction of
throw.

Participate in team games.

Know how can they make it difficult for
opponent to receive ball.

Participate in team games.

Striking and fielding

Pass and receive a ball in different ways with
control and increased accuracy.

Pass and receive a ball in different
ways with control and increased
accuracy.

Perform fielding techniques with increased
control and co-ordination.

Perform fielding techniques with
increased control and co-ordination.

Be confident and safe in the spaces used to
play games.

Choose, use and vary simple tactics.
Use information to improve their
work.

Understand that being active is good for them
and fun.
Participate in team games.

Stand when receiving.

To develop and investigate different
ways of throwing and to know when it
is appropriate to use them.

To position the body to strike a ball.

To practice throwing skills in a circuit.

To play a game fairly and in a sporting
manner.

To play a game fairly and in a
sporting manner.

To use fielding skills to play a game.

To use fielding skills to play a game.

Understand practices to help with
precision and consistency and speed
about the court.

Develop the range and consistency of their
skills, especially in specific striking and
fielding games.

To learn skills for playing striking and
fielding games.

To strike with a racket or bat.

Know how to change court to make easier.

Choose and use a range of simple tactics
and strategies. Keep, adapt and make
rules for striking and fielding games.
Recognise good performance and
identify the parts of a performance that
need improving.

To consolidate and develop a range of
skills in striking and fielding.

To throw a ball for distance.

Understand how to change court to
make easier.

Recognise how specific activities affect
their bodies.

Perform fielding techniques with
increased control and co-ordination.

To develop catching skills.

Know what they need to get better at and
what to practice.

Understand practices to help with precision
and consistency and speed about the court.

Understand the importance of keeping
warm.

To practice accuracy of throwing and
consistent catching.

Know what they need to get better at
and what to practice.

Say what they do well in a game and
what they need help with and what they
need to practice

Participate in team games.

To use throwing and catching skills in a game.

Talk about how to change the court to
make it easier/harder.

Explain why they or others are playing well
in the games.

Understand attack and defence tactics.
Understand rules about the games.

To learn skills for striking and fielding games.
To practice basic striking, sending and
receiving.

Understand attack and defence tactics.
Understand rules about the games.
Describe what they do and what they
find hard.

To practice the correct technique for
catching a ball and use it in a game.
To practice the correct batting
technique and use it in a game
situation.
To practice the correct technique for
fielding and use it in a game situation.
To consolidate the throwing, catching
and batting skills already learned.

To develop and investigate different
ways of throwing, and to know when
each is appropriate.
To use ABC (agility, balance, coordination) to field a ball well. Move into
good positions for catching and apply it
in a game situation.
To use hand-eye co-ordination to strike a
moving and a stationary ball.
To develop fielding skills and understand
their importance when playing a game.

Use and adapt rules, strategies and
tactics, using their knowledge of
basic principles of batting and
fielding.

Know how to warm up.
Understand what to include in a warm up in
order to improve performance.
Understand why exercise is good for their
fitness, health and well-being.
To choose effective fielding techniques.
To run, throw and catch.
To develop a safe and effective overarm
throw.
To learn effective batting control.

Evaluate strengths and weaknesses
in their own and others’
performances and suggest
improvements.
To throw and catch under pressure.
To use fielding skills to stop the ball
effectively.
To learn batting control.
To play in a tournament and work as
a team, using tactics in order to beat
another team.

To use all the skills learned by playing in a
mini-tournament.

To play in a competitive situation, and to
demonstrate sporting behaviour.

To strike the ball for distance.
To know how to play a striking and
fielding game competitively and fairly.

Multi-skills & athletics

Multi Skills:

Multi Skills:

Multi Skills:

Multi Skills:

Multi Skills:

Multi Skills:

Take part in multi-skills festivals designed to
develop the fundamental movement skills of
balance, co-ordination and agility.

Take part in multi-skills festivals
designed to develop the fundamental
movement skills of balance, coordination and agility.

Choose skills and equipment to meet
the challenges they are set, e.g. by
increasing the distance thrown.

Practise 5 basic jumps, e.g. hop, step,
jump.

Choose their favourite ways of running,
jumping and throwing.

Combine basic actions and form simple
jump combinations.

Choose the best equipment for different
activities.

Develop the consistency of their
actions in a number of events.
Increase the number of techniques
they use.

Throw into a target using slinging,
pushing and pulling actions.

Set themselves and others targets in
different events.

Activities to include bat and ball relay, throw
clap and catch, slalom run, standing long
jump etc.

Activities to include bat and ball
relay, throw clap and catch, slalom
run, standing long jump etc.

Use different techniques, speeds and
effort to meet challenges set for
running, jumping and throwing.
Recognise and describe what their
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Throw with greater control, accuracy
and efficiency.
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To explore static balancing and understand
the concept of bases.

Develop balance, agility and coordination.

bodies feel like during different types
of activity.

To combine a number of co-ordination drills,
using upper and lower body movements.

Explore movement techniques with
increased control.

Describe what happens to their heart,
breathing and temperature during
different types of athletic activity.

To aim a variety of balls and equipment
accurately.

How to run, throw and jump and
perform these with increased control
and co-ordination.

To time running to stop or intercept the path
of a ball.
To travel in different ways, showing clear
transitions between movements.
To travel in different directions (side to side,
up and down) with control and fluency.
To practice ABC (agility, balance and
coordination) at circuit stations.
Athletics:

Athletics:
To run with agility and confidence.
To learn the best jumping techniques
for distance.
To throw different objects in a
variety of ways.
To hurdle an obstacle and maintain
effective running style.

To use varying speeds when running.

To run for distance.

To explore footwork patterns.

To complete an obstacle course with
control and agility.

To explore arm mobility.
To explore different methods of throwing.

Athletics:
To run in different directions and at
different speeds, using a good
technique.
To improve throwing technique.

Describe and evaluate the effectiveness
of performance and recognise aspects
that need improving.
Athletics:
Run for short distances and times, and
for longer distances and times.
To select and maintain a running pace for
different distances.

Watch a partners athletic performance and
identify the main strengths.
Identify parts of the performance that need
to be practised and refined, and suggest
improvements.
Athletics:
To use correct technique to run at speed.
To develop the ability to run for distance.

To practice throwing with power and
accuracy.

To reinforce jumping techniques.

Know how to plan a run so they pace
themselves evenly or unevenly.

To throw safely and with understanding.
To understand the relay and passing
the baton.

To throw with accuracy and power.
To demonstrate good running technique
in a competitive situation.

To choose and understand appropriate
running techniques.

To explore different footwork patterns.

To compete in a mini-competition,
recording scores.

To understand which technique is most
effective when jumping for distance.

Say why some athletic activities can
improve strength, power or stamina
and explain how these can help their
performance in other types of
activity.
Athletics:
To investigate running styles and
changes of speed.

To understand which technique is most
effective when jumping for distance.

Sustain pace over longer distances,
e.g. sprint for seven seconds, run for
one or two minutes.
To practice throwing with power and
accuracy.
To throw safely and with
understanding.

Learn how to use skills to improve the
distance of a pull throw.

To demonstrate good running
technique in a competitive situation.

To demonstrate good techniques in a
competitive situation.

To explore different footwork
patterns.

To identify and apply techniques of relay
running.
To explore different footwork patterns.

To utilise all the skills learned in this unit
in a competitive situation.

Perform a range of jumps showing
power, control and consistency at
both take-off and landing.
Understand why exercise is good for
fitness, health and wellbeing.

To practice short distance running.
To understand which technique is
most effective when jumping for
distance.
To utilise all the skills learned in this
unit in a competitive situation.
Swimming

Swim competently, confidently and
proficiently over a distance of at least 25
metres.
Use a range of strokes effectively e.g. front
crawl, backstroke and breaststroke.
Perform safe self-rescue in different waterbased situations.
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Progression of skills in MFL - ITALIAN

Listening

Reception/ Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Chn will be able to understand a few
familiar spoken words and phrases - e.g.

Chn will be able to understand a
few familiar spoken words and
phrases - e.g.

Chn will be able to understand a
few familiar spoken words and
phrases - e.g.

Chn will be able to understand a
range of familiar spoken phrases e.g.

Chn will be able to understand the main
points from a short spoken passage
made up of familiar language in simple
sentences. - e.g.

Chn will be able to:















Greetings, asking and saying
how you are –e.g.
Buongiorno, Buon pomeriggio,
Buona sera, Buona notte.
Come ti chiami? Mi chiamo
Come stai? Sto bene, grazie.
Non sto bene.
Sto così, così
Come va? phrases with
appropriate actions.
Pupils conduct a survey to find
out how everyone is feeling they should record the names
of the classmates interviewed
and either write the
appropriate Come va? phrase or
draw a face with the
appropriate expression.
Family vocabulary using a
power point and flash cards
Listening and singing “La
famiglia delle dita.”
La famiglia: mamma, papà,
fratello, sorella, nonno, nonna
Animals gli animali domestici: il
cane, il gatto, la mucca, il
maiale, i porcellini, la gallina, la
pecora, l’asino, il cavallo, il topo.
Listening to songs and watching
fairy tales about animals in
Italian.
Colours: I colori dell’arcobaleno.
I colori chiari e scuri.
Ripasso dei colori principali.
Numbers 1-20
Weather
Food
Children listen and sing a song
about food ”Mi piace”

 Pets and wild animals:
Quali sono gli animali domestici:
il cane, il gatto, la mucca, il
maiale, i porcellini, la gallina, la
pecora, l’asino, il cavallo, il topo.
Dove vivono il cane, la mucca, il
maiale. Vivono nelle fattoria.


Quali sono gli animali
selvatici?
Sono il lupo, la tigre, il leone, la
scimmia, l’orso, il serpente.
Dove vivono? Vivono nella foresta
e nella giungla.




the teacher’s instructions
a few words and phrases
in a song or a rhyme
 days of the week

colours
 Numbers (50-100)
Explore the patterns and sounds of
language through songs and
rhymes.

Grammar :Mi piace\Non mi piace

Basic phrases concerning
myself, my family, my
school, the weather, Nature
and animals, School
subjects, Places in town,
Shops, Directions, Italian
Alphabet, Number from 50
to 100

Listen attentively to spoken language
and show understanding by joining in
and responding (e.g. with an action).
Link to spelling, sound and
meaning of specific words.



Using flash cards to say
the name of the animals
 watching and listening
to the story of a snake (Il
serpent Sam)
 Food
Il pane, la pizza, il pesce, la carne,
la frutta, la verdura, i dolci.












Say a simple rhyme from memory.


Join in with actions to accompany
familiar songs, stories and rhymes.

Join in with words of a song or
storytelling.


Repeat words modelled by teacher,
show understanding with an
action.

A short rhyme or song, a
telephone message,
announcement or weather
forecast.
Sentences describing what
people are wearing, what they
are doing, an announcement
or message.
Listen to and appreciate
poems, songs and rhymes in
the language.
Follow text in the songs,
identifying words.
Listen to “authentic”
conversation, picking out
familiar phrases and
sentences.
Begin to show understanding
of more complex sentences in
“authentic” conversation,
picking out specific vocabulary.
Numbers 100 to 10000

Pick out known words in an
“authentic” conversation.

Il mio cibo preferito è…







saying what the weather
is like Che tempo fa ?Fa
freddo, fa caldo, piove,
nevica, c’è vento, c’è il
sole
Numbers from 20 to 50
Months and days of the
week
Places in town: Il
cinema, il supermercato,
il mercato, il ristorante, il
museo, il comune, lo
stadio, la piscina, la
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 understand and
respond to spoken and
written language from a
variety of authentic
sources

Begin to show understanding of
more complex sentences in
“authentic” conversation, picking
out specific vocabulary.

Listen to and show understanding
of more complex sentences in
“authentic” conversation, picking
out specific vocabulary.

Listen to and appreciate stories
and poems in the language.

Identify patterns of language and
link sound to spelling.
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chiesa, la moschea,
l’ospedale, la scuola.
 Directions
 School subjects
 Nationalities: name of
nationalities looking at
pictures of different
flags
Di dove sei? Io sono Italiano, Io
sono Francese, Io sono Inglese, Io
sono Australiano, Io sono
Peruviano…
Grammar: nationality adjectives
Speaking

Chn will be able to say and repeat single
words and short simple phrases – e.g.
















Dove vivono il cane, la mucca, il
maiale ?
Vivono nelle fattoria.
Quali sono gli animali selvatici?
- Sono il lupo, la tigre, il leone,
la scimmia, l’orso, il serpente.
Dove vivono?
Vivono nella foresta e nella
giungla.
Miming animals (input one
student mimes an animal,
children say what animal it is.
Colour the rainbow and repeat
the colours
Colour the Italian flag and
repeat the colours.
Playing a game «Simone dice »
Look at the pictures and say the
name of the food.
Pupils watch a food power point
and they say what they like or
they don’t like.
Imitate pronunciation.

Chn will be able to say and repeat
single words and short simple
phrases – e.g.



naming animals
Listening to the name of
food items looking at
pictures of food.

Video and books of Italian fairy
tales” I tre porcellini”

Chn will be able to: Say and repeat
single words and short simple
phrases – e.g.








Listening to the names of food
items while looking at pictures of
food.

Repeat the vocabulary using
pictures or watching a power
point.
Children watch a story of a snake
(Il serpent Sam) who eats a lot of
food and then they repeat it and
they play a game.
Teacher reads the story of this
snake from a book.

greeting someone
saying si, no, per favore,
grazie (or equivalents in
other languages)
naming classroom objects
days of the week
saying what the weather is
like
Know how to pronounce
some single letter sounds.
Imitate correct
pronunciation with some
success.

Learn specific vocabulary; develop
accuracy in pronunciation by
listening to and repeating
recordings of authentic speakers.

Recognise a familiar question and
respond with a simple rehearsed
response.

Chn will be able to answer simple
questions and give basic information
– e.g.







Saying where I live
Whether I have brothers
and sisters
Whether I have a pet
When my birthday is
How old I am
Saying the date

Chn will be able to: Ask and answer
simple questions and talk about their
interests - e.g.




Ask and answer questions with a
rehearsed response using
appropriate intonation.

taking part in an interview
about my area and interests; a
survey about pets or favourite
foods; talking to a friend about
what we like to do and wear …
discussing a picture with a
partner, describing colours,
shapes and saying whether I
like it or not; asking for and
giving directions; discussing
houses, pets, food

Chn will be able to:
Use common phrases.

Use description words e.g. colours,
size.






begin to use action words.
Ask and answer more complex
familiar questions with a
scaffold of responses.
Ask for clarification and help.

Chn will be able to:
 speak with increasing
confidence, fluency and
spontaneity, finding ways of
communicating what they want
to say, including through
discussion and asking questions,
and continually improving the
accuracy of their pronunciation
and intonation, e.g.:


Talking about the
weather: listening and
repeating climate
conditions using pictures
or videos
Time Che ore sono? Sole le tredici,
sono le due, sono le tre, sono le
Quattro, sono le cinque, sono le
sei, sono le sette, sono le otto….
-

Daily routine A che ora ti
svegli? Mi sveglio alle
sette.

-

Means of transport
Transport I mezzi di
trasporto: il treno,
l’aereo, la macchina, il
tram, la metropolitan, la
nave
Places La citta: il
mercato, il teatro, la
scuola, l’ospedale, il
supermercato, il cinema,
il giardino, il parco, la

Develop accuracy when pronouncing
phrases, by listening to and
repeating recordings of authentic
speakers.

Name objects and actions and link
words with a simple connective.
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biblioteca, il museo,
l’università…
Quale metropolitana devo
prendre per andare alla
stazione e quale per andare
all’areoporto?



Ordering food
Asking information of
places in town
 Spelling of names, words
and dates to book a
room or a ticket in
Italian.
 give a short prepared talk, on a
topic of choice, including
expressing opinions - e.g.
 talking on a familiar subject;
describing a picture or part of a
story; making a presentation to
the class.

Engage in short scripted
conversations.

Express opinions in short
conversations.

Speaking in longer sentences,
learning to use particular
sentence structures more flexibly
to create own sentence.

Perform a sketch in Italian to an
audience.
Reading

Chn will be able to match the pictures of
stories with words and they repeat
words and sentences.

Begin to recognise simple written
phrases:
 Che tempo fa?
Fa caldo, fa freddo, piove, nevica,
c’è la nebbia

Chn will be able to:


recognise and read out a
few familiar words and
phrases - e.g.

Chn will be able to understand and
read out familiar written phrases e.g.



Chn will be able to understand the main
point(s) and some of the detail from
short written texts or passages in clear
printed script - e.g.

simple phrases
weather phrases
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Chn will be able to: Understand
the main points and opinions in
written texts from various
contexts - e.g.
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Teacher reads stories – e.g. “Il
serpent Sam”; ” I tre porcellini”







from stories and rhymes 
labels on familiar objects 
the date
the weather
Months, seasons, days
Nature
School subjects
Directions



simple description of
objects someone writing
about their pet
Begin to recognise simple written
phrases.

 very simple messages on a postcard
or e-mail or part of a story
 three to four sentences of information
about my e-pal; a description of
someone’s school day

Recognise simple written phrases.

 A postcard or letter from a
pen-pal; a written account of
school life, a poem or part of a
story.
 discover and develop an
appreciation of a range of writing
in Italian.

Read and show understanding of more
complex written phrases.
Use a dictionary to understand
the definition of unknown words.

Begin to show understanding of
more complex written phrases.
Read and show understanding of simple
writing.

Practice using a dictionary to find the
meaning of unknown words.

Read longer texts aloud,
containing taught phrases and
vocabulary.

Present ideas and information
orally to an audience.
Writing

Copy simple words.

Copy simple vocabulary.
Attempt to write taught
vocabulary (single words) from
memory.

Chn will be able to:










write or copy simple
words or symbols
correctly - e.g.
numbers
Days of week
colours
classroom objects
a shopping list
listen to orders in a café
and write them down.

Chn will be able to write one or two
short sentences to a model and fill in
the words on a simple form- e.g.






personal information
where I live
how old I am
holiday greetings by e-mail
or on a postcard
Chn will attempt to write simple,
short taught phrases from memory.

Write simple, short sentences from
memory.

Chn will be able to form affirmative
and negative versions of phrases e.g.
mi piace/ Non mi piace.

Chn will be able to: Write a few short
sentences with support using
expressions which they have already
learnt - e.g.
 a postcard, a simple note or message,
an identity card Write a short text on a
familiar topic, adapting language which
they have already learnt- e.g.
 three to four sentences for a wall
display; a simple e-mail message …
Write simple, short taught sentences
from memory including questions and
responses.
Begin to use dictionaries to find the
meaning of unknown words and to
translate own ideas.

Use adjectives with nouns.
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Chn will be able to: Write at
varying length, for different
purposes and audiences, using
the variety of grammatical
structures that they have learnt
 paragraphs of three to four
sentences about myself,
 about a story or a picture; a
message containing three to four
sentences; a postcard or
greetings card

Present ideas and information in
writing to an audience.
Adapt taught phrases to create
new sentences.
To write a series of extended
sentences.

